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A. REAPFRAISAL

T. INTRODUCTION

1. The United Nations Office of Public Information has been engaged since 1946
in a series of programmes and activities aimed at fulfilling the twin tasks mandated
to it under General Assembly resolution 13 (I) of that year: (a) to provide
services and support for national media of mass communication - official and
unofficial - in building and spreading understanding about the purposes and
activities of the United Nations; and (b) to supplement national information
activities about the United Nations by producing positive information programmes of
its own, in all media, aimed at the same objective.

2. To discharge this task, the Office of Public Information has been structurally
organized over the years into three main divisions, corresponding to the media
involved: Press and PUblications; Radio and Visual; and External Relations. Since
1962, a fourth unit, attached directly to the Office of the Assistant Secretary
General, was added in answer to developing needs in the field of economic and
social information; it was enlarged into a division in 1968.

3. In the nearly twenty-five years that the Office of Public Information has been
pursuing its mandate, the Organization itself and the world it represents and serves
have undergone a radical and irreversible change. The membership of the United
Nations has increased from fifty-one in 1945 to 127 in 1971. The first budget for
public information was drawn up in 1948. The regular budget of the Organization as
a whole has grown from $38,388,000 in that year to $192,149,300 in 1971,
representing and reflecting the increase in the areas of the Organization's
involvements and concern. During the same period, United Nations expenditures under
the regular budget on information activities have increased from $4,080,000 to
$9,245,563, representing - behind the net increase - a percentage decline from
10.6 to 4.15 of the total regular budget.

4. The figures quoted above illustrate what has frequently been noted by members
of delegations as well as by the General Assembly's Advisory Committee on
Administrative and Budgetary Questions: that, in the Organization's activities and
expenditures in the field of pUblic information, there has not so far been any
definable or rationalized link or relationship with activities and expenditures in
the areas of the Organization's substantive involvements, whether these lie in
the field of political and humanitarian action or in that of economic and social
development. Thus, in its sixth report to the General Assembly at its twentieth
session, the Advisory Committee posed the following question:

It ••• in the final analysis and assuming that a maximum degree of
administrative and operational efficiency has been achieved in the
jmplementation of the Organization's information programme, there remains a
policy decision to be taken by the General Assembly, namely, what part of the
limited resources of the Organization should be devoted to its essential
activities, and what part it should spend on telling the world about its
action. n
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5. The purpose of the present report is to help the General Assembly arrive at the
policy decision invited by the Advisory Committee~ by attempting to define and
formulate a set of criteria in purely professional terms which might serve as
yardsticks for measuring information expenditures in relationship to the current and
projected activities of the Organization. This attempt at the establisruaent of
professional guidelines for determining the proper levels of information expenditure
for the next few years will~ it is hoped~ also contribute towards the regularization
of a de facto situation which has made it necessary, as will be noted later, for
the Office of Public Information in recent years to utilize several established posts
in areas and activities other than those for which they were originally sanctioned.

6. The origin of the present report lies in an announcement made before the
Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions in June 1965. At that
time ~ the Under-Secretary then in charge of the Office of Public Informati.on informed
the Committee that he was proposing to institute an intensive internal inquiry
into the policies, practices and programmes of the Office~ in all its fields of
activity and encompassing all the media of communication in which it operated. The
immediate object of the inquiry was to review the extent and effectiveness of OPI
operations, in terms of the mandate originally laid down for united Nations
information activities by the General Assembly in 1946 and subsequently reaffirmed in
1952~ as well as to determine whether the changes that had since taken place on the
intern~tional scene~ both outside and within the United Nations, required any
modification or readjustmen~ either of existing policies or current activities.

7. . This broad line of inquiry already initiated within the Office of Public
Information was subsequently legislatively endorsed and reinforced, in at least
one large area of operations, by the Economic and Social Council in 1966. The
Council requested the Secretary-General, in resolution 1176 (XLI), to undertake, with
such assistance as he deemed necessary, a study of information activities of the
United Nations with respect to its economic, social and human rights work, including
the financing, staffing, publication and press relations programmes and their
effectiveness and the relationships with the information services of the
organizations of the United Nations system. Two years later, in resolution
1357 (XLIV)~ the Council stressed the importance of mobilizing public opinion
regarding the Second United Nations Deve]opment Decade and requested the Secretary
General to report on steps and measures taken to implement the Council's
recommendations.

8. The Secretary-General's reports in response to the resolutions mentioned above
were submitted in 1967 and 1910 in document-s E/4341, E/4394, E/LI·784, E/4784/Add.l
and E/4784/Add.l/Rev.l.

9. The present report, while covering areas of activity dealt with in the reports
referred to above, goes of course beyond those areas in so far as it embodies a
reappraisal of United Nations information activities not only in the economic,
social and hmnan rights fields but in those relating to matters of political and
legal concern. The submission of the present report to the General Assembly was
originally scheduled for the twenty-third session. It was deferred to the
twenty-fifth session in order to permit the new head of the Office of Public
Information, who had been appointed in the meantime to make his personal survey and
assessment of OPI activities, and also to enable the Secretary-General to take into
account the findings and recommendations of the Administrative Management Service.
At its twenty-fifth session, the General Assembly began consideration of the report
but decided, on the recolmnendation of the Fifth Committee (A/8099), to continue
consideration of the report at its twenty-sixth session.
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11. CONDUCT AND METHOD OF INQUIRY

10. In the preparation of this report the Secretary-General has mobilized to the
maximum extent possible the Office of Public Information's own professional
resources at Headquarters and in the field. Position papers prepared hy senior
officials were examined, as were also reports and recommendations by Directors of
Information Centres abroad who had been invited to review operations and make
recommendations in light of their experience under actual local operating conditions.

11. Also taken into account were the views and attitudes of representatives of
Hember States as reflected in the debates on public information in the General
Assembly and other organs in past ~ars, together with specific recommendations
contained in various resolutions of the General Assembly and other organs of the
United Nations On matters pertaining to information. Similarly, account was taken
of views expressed by members of the Secretary-GeneralIs Consultative Panel on
Public Information at various meetings of the Panel held in recent years.

12. In addition, the"Secretary-General benefited by specific suggestions and
proposals advanced by various substantive departments, dealing with both the
political and the economic and social phases of United Nations activity and concern,
as well as by related bodies outside the United Nations Secretariat structure, such
as UNDP.

13. A further valuable source of constructive comment and suggestion was provided
by the records of the eight face-ta-face meetings which OPI officials at the
policy-making level have had with leading personalities in the field of mass
communication of all the regions of the world at the Editors' Roundtables conducted
annually by the Office of Public Information since 1962. These views and
suggestions provide points of reference of special significance in so far as they
crystallize the experience and reactions of a major, if indeed not the main. channel
of communication between the United Nations and the world pUblic at large.

14. Again, the Secretary-General has drawn upon the suggestions and recommendations
advanced by the Committee of Seven in its report to the Secretary-General of
27 November 1968 (A/7359) as well as upon the pioneering field study undertaken by
the United Nations Institute of Training and Research on the actual utilization by
various mass media of the facilities and services provided by the Office of Public
Information.

15. Further the Secretary-General found it both pertinent and useful to refer back
to the findings, conclusions and recommendations which the Committee of Experts
established under General Assembly resolution 1177 (XII) submitted in its report·
(A/3928) in August 1958, after an extensive on-the-spot investigation of all phases
of United Nations information activity, both at HeadQuarters and in the field.
He also took account of the recommendations formulated by the Administrative
Management Service following its review of management and manpower utilization in
the Office of Public Information.

16. As part of the method of inquiry, the Secretary-General felt it necessary. at
the outset, as the Committee of Experts had done ten years earlier, to define as
precisely as possible the purpose of his reappraisal. Clearly, the value of any
given activity may be meaningfully measured and assessed only in terms of the
objectives towards which that activity is directed or the purposes which it is
designed to serve.
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17. 'I'he prior determination and definition 01' a irns and objectives, in the judgement
of the Secretary-General, is even more essential in any worth-while and realistic
evaluation of activities wbich are informational, rather than sUbstantive, in
character. As thl! Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has
frequently noted, information is all activity without any inherent or self-contained
and autorr,atically-operating limits. Both the needs and the possibilities of
information, eapeci.af.Ly when conducted on a [~lobal and universal scale, are
manifestly capable of a very wide range of both defensible and operable manning
tables and financial resources. The imposition of some external limits thUG becomes
a matter of pract i caj, necessity, not only in budget.ary but in teleological terms.

18, The determination of this relationship between inforrna-tion act iv.i ty and
information obj ec't i ve s , therefore, necessarily becomes the required firGt line of
inquiry. And this leads, in turn, to a necessary restatement and evaluation of the
policies the Office of Public Information has been following so far and of t.he
information goals or targets it has been att.empt.i.ng to attain. 'I'hese are Bet out
below.

III. CONSTITU'I'IONAL ORIGINS AND DIRE:CTIVES

19. The work, organization and structure of the Office of Public Information
(until 1 July 1958 known as the Department of Public Information) have been governed
and conditioned by a series of General Assembly resolutions dealing specifically with
these questions. In addition, several other resolutions of the General Assembly
and other organs have recommended or specified courses of action in connexion with
various substantive issues before the world Organization, such as decolonization,
apartheid, disarmament, human rights and economic and social development.

20. The work, organization and structure of the Office of Public Information through
the years have also been the SUbject of fact-finding, study and recommendation by
several committees, suo-committees and survey groups (for example, the Technical
Advisory Committee on Public Information, 1946; the Survey Group, 1955; the
Committee of Experts, 1958; and th~Administrative Management Service, 1970).

21. The oasic, or primary, resolution governing the Office of Public Information,
however, has to this day been General Assembly resolution 13 (I) of 1946, which laid
down the basic principles for United Nations information activities and defined the
terms of reference of the Office (Department) of Public Information Bet up by it.
These basic principles remained in farce until 1952 when they were reaffirmed, with
minor alterations, by General Assembly reBollrtion 595 (VI) of 4 February 1952.

22. '}'he revised principles laid down, among uther things: (a) that the basic policy
of the United Nations in the field of public information is to promote t.o the
greatest extent possible, within its budgetary limitations, an informed undersrtundi.ng
of the work and purposes of the Organization among the peop.Les of the world;
(b) that to this end, the Department d' Public Information should primarily aaai st
and rely upon the services of existing pUblic and private agencies of information,
educational institu-tions and non-governmental organizations; (c) that the United
Nations Department of Public Information should not engage in propaganda; (d) that
it should undertake, on its own initiative, positive informational activities to
supplement the services of existing agencies; and (e) that it should pay particular
attention to the needs of regions where information media are less well developed.
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23. These basic principles governing United Nations information activity~ as
defined in General Assembly resolutions 13 (I) of 1946 and 595 (VI) of 1952, were
recapitulated by the General Assembly in the preamble to resolution 1335 (XIII) of
13 December 1958 as follows:

iiConsidering that, pursuant to the above-mentioned resolutions~ the
Secretary-General should, within budgetary limitations imposed by the General
Assembly~ make available objective and factual information concerning the
United Nations and its activities to all the peoples of the world through any
appropr i ate media. if

This resolution also recommended that

"the Secretary-General should place greater emphasis than heretofore upon
enlisting the co-operation of Governments of Member States, privately-owned
mass media of information, private institutions, non-governmental
organizations and educators in the programme of informing the peoples of the
world of the United Nations and its activities".

Further, the resolution recommend.ed that

"greater emphasis should be placed upon the operations and effectiveness of
information centres in relation to the Office of Public Information at
Headquarters without impairing the over-all central direction of the United
Nations information programme or the present facilities for the
representatives of mass communications".

IV. PURPOSE OF INQUIRY

24. Since the adoption of the above-mentioned General Assembly i-esoIut i ons laying
down the basic principles governing the activities of the United Nations Office of
Public Information~ as has been noted in the introduction to this report,
significant changes have taken place in the political and technological - as well
as~ perhaps, in the psychological - conditions pertaining to and affecting the
work programmes and activities of the Office of Public Information.

25. In the political sphere, the most significant development from the United
Nations standpoint has been the great increase in membership resulting from the
admission of a large number of formerly dependent territories upon the attainment
of independence and national sovereignty. This progression towards universality
of membership in the world Organization, with its concomitant expansion and
redefinition of priorities in the activities and interests of the Organization, has
clearly created new condit~ons as well as new needs in terms of information
services.

26. Perhaps the area where this expansion and redefinition of priorities has been
most marked is that of economic and social development, where the entire system
of United Nations-affiliated intergovernmental organizations has been called upon
to assume increasing responsibilities~ not only as a chain of deliberative forums,
but as active agencies engaged in the practical execution of development
programmes and projects. This expansion and reorientation in the content and
nature of United Nations activities in these and related fields has been accompanied
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and reinforced by the establishment of such new major organizations as UNDP,
UNCrrAD and UNIDO, at the international level, together with several other bodf.es of
allied function and purpose at the regional level such as the regional development
bankG and training and reGearch institutions.

27. In the sphere of technology, the main developments have been in the field of
electronics, where vast new possibilities have come into beine for the speedy
gathering and dissemination of information through all media, opening up for the
information services of the United Nations family new horizons of achievement While
placing upon them at the same time new obligations in terms of service and
performance. BtiLl, other major advances in the methods and techniques of
information in all media are on t he threshold of realization.

28. Psychologically, the international world of today is also, in some respects.
different from that of 1945 when the United Nations Charter was written ar;ainst tile
background of a world war which had then not yet ended. The idealism and the
hopes generated at that time still survive in most parts of the world, but there 18

today increasing evidence of more demandi.ng and exacting, often even critical or
apat.her ic, attitudes of' pub.l i.c assessment.

29. The object of the present review, therefore, has been to take stock of the
political, technological and psychological developments and changes noted in the
f'or-ego i ng paragraphs and to relate them to the work of the Office of Public
Information in order to determine whether - and , it' so. tn what ext errt and in what
manner - either the basic principles and policies which have so far governed it~J

work programmes, or the work progr-ammes themselves, need to undergo a cor-respond.i ng
development or change.

30. In other words, the purpose of the inquiry has been to re-examine what the
Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions
described in a statement before the 1, 315th meeting of the Fifth Committee in
October 1969 (A/C.5/SR.l315) as the "philosophy" behind present and future OPI
expenditures and activities.

V. LINES OF INQUIRY

31. In conducting this internal review, as stated above, a central purpose was the
determination of whether - and if so. to what extent and in what manner - either
OPI's basic policies or its actual operations needed to be revised, readjusted or
expanded in order to fit them to present-day needs, as well as to present-day
possibilities for wider and more effective information.

32. In approaching this assessment, it was considered necessary~ first, to examine
the term "public information" itself, in order to define as precisely as possible
the methods and areas of journalistic activity that it may properly cover and
thus to determine as meaningfully as possible the proper boundaries between "pub.l i c
information", as SUCh, and information of a teChnical, educational or "how to"
variety. This distinction would obviously determine the size and scope of
information operations and thus also the size of the budget needed for these
operations.
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(a) Public information: demarcations and definitions

33. When dealing with purely "po.l i.t.i cal." matters, the distinction between "pubLi c"
and lI s ubs t ant i ve" information normally presents no special difficulty. Since by
such "po.l i t i.ca.L'' matters what is normally meant are matters of political controversy,
it is readily understood that such "Lnt'ormatLon'! , at least in the United Nations
context, must consist merely of recording and reporting positions and actions.
Such a merely "r-epor-t.cr i a.L'' view of iiinformation", however, seems inadequate and
unduly restrictive in mat·ters economic and social, where it is often felt
1iinformation" should have a more active connotation.

31+. This view is reinforced by the fact that in the economic and social areas of
its activity, the United Nations has accumulated, and is continuing to accumulate,
a vast amount of substantive information of a highly complex and technical character.
Contributing to this storehouse have been the various studies, reports and analyses
prepared by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs, as well as the studies,
reports and recommendations flowing in from the field, through technical assistance
experts and others, where the United Nations and related agencies are engaged on
specific development projects. Still other major streams feeding this reservoir
of technical knowledge have been the various intergovernmental meetings, seminars
and conferences held under United Nations auspices, such as (to name only a few)
the Geneva Conference on Atomic Energy, the Rome Conference on New Sources of Energy,
the Geneva Conference on the Application of Science and Technology, and the Rome
Conference on Population.

35. vJhile there is a certain line of demarcation between "substantive" information
in the sense of technical knowledge, know-how and research and "pub.l i c Lnf'ormat.Lon"
proper, there clearly has to be a frequent crossing of the boundaries into the field
of substance by any active pUblic information progranwe, for reasons explained in
paragraph 23 above. Thus, for example, in any purely "informational" press release
or article about any given United Nations economic study, surveyor action, it
clearly becomes necessary to deal with the substance of the matter itself, and not
limit the press release or article merely to a statement that such a study or survey
has been prepared or such an action completed.

36. However, though in this sense the United Nations Office of Public Information
may and often needs to become a disseminator of sUbstantive information as such, the
distinction between this type of information and pUblic information proper continues
to remain valid for both practical and theoretical reasons. By and large, the
activities of the Office of Public Information must continue to centre on the
dissemination of information about a given subject rather than on that sub.j ect .
Consequently, the full exploitation of the vast amount of substantive information
which has been accumulated within the United Nations family over the last two
decades and Which is being constantly expanded with each passing year, must be
sought through some other mechanism outside the OPI framework.

(b) United Nations information: possibilities and limitations

3!. H~vin~ thus defined what he regards as a necessary distinction between the
dlssemlnat~on of information about the "aims and activities" of the Organization and
the collatlo~ and d~ssemination of technical knOWledge itself, the Secretary
Gener~l consldered.lt necessary, next, to address himself to the following two
questlons as r-e.Lo.ti ng to the scope and limits of United Nations information.
activities:
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(a) What is the inherent nature of inforration activities conducted
oy, for, and under the authority of an intergovernmental organization;

(b) Wtat are the prac t i.ca'l and/or political lirlito.tio!ls on the
responsibility of intergovcrnnental services vis-a-vis Member States,
on the one hand, and "peoples of the world" on the other.

38. Answers to the above questions concerning the nature and proper role of
United Nations information services, it was felt, would not only directly condition
and control the nature and content of the activities and output of the Office of
Public Information but would have direct relevance in determining the proper scope
and extent of those activities, and thus in the establishment of its budgetary
requirements.

39. This line of in~uiry is of particular significance in the context of Economic
and Social Council resolutions 1176 (XLI) and 1357 (XLIV), referred to in
paragraph 7 above, in which a more active role for United Nations information
services has been proposed, with particular reference to the Second United Nations
Development Decade. Determination of what the United Nations Office of Public
Information properly can and should do to provide support for the over-all
objectives of the Decade and to stimulate the achievement of those objectives would
clearly be of relevance also in determining the manpower and budgetary resources
required.

!fO. As noted above, the purpose of the General Assembly resolutions of 1946 and
1952 was not only to determine and define the nature an~ character of the
information activities to be undertaken by the United Nations itself, as an
intergovernmental organization, but to define and determine the relationship of
these activities with those to be undertaken by and within individual Member States
by the national media of information and agencies of opinion-making, both pUblic
and private, official and non-official. In so doing, these resolutions formulated
two central, interlocking postulates:

(a) The United Nations itself. in the field of public information,
was to "primarily assist and rely upon" the services of existing official
and private agencies of inforuation, educational institutions and non-governmental
organizations;

(b) It was not to engage in "propaganda", though it was to undertake
"positive information activities" to supplement the services of existing
agencies in promotinc; "an informed understanding of the work and purposes" of
the Organization.

41. The central, interlocking postulates that, in conducting their operations,
United Nations information services should seek "primarily" to perform a "supporter"
rather than a front-line role, and that, in their own "supplemental" activities they
should avoid propaganda in any form, would seem to derive necessarily from two
other equally central and interlocking considerations of policy and practicality.

42. In terms of policy, these limitations derive from the fact that, essentially,
the United Nations is a political organization, charged with the task of containing
and comprehending - in the hope and with the object of harmonizing - conflicting
interests, in the common cause of promoting peace, fundamental human rights and
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r e-spect for international law, so as to attain social progress and better standards
of life in larger freedom. These ends are pursued by the Organization through its
various principal organs and through the functional institutions and bodies
established by it - whether in the political field or in those of economic and social
development. Given this central political reality, it would seem to follow that
any and all information activity conducted on behalf of and under the collective
authority of the total United Nations membership ca~not deviate from the basic
political postulates of "objectivity" and "universality". It must n sces sar-lIy
confine itself, particularly when dealing with matters of controversy, to its
mandate merely to "make available" to "all the peoples of the world through any
appropriate media", information which is strictly "obj ec t ive and f'ac t ua'l.'", Thus,
United Nations information programmes, no matter to what field they relate o~w
actively or purposefully they are conducted, must continue to be fashioned and
articulated essentially as programmes aimed at explanation and clarification and not
exhortation.

43. Strictly practical considerations clearly appear to support and reinforce the
above basic constitutional conclusion. Information, and the use of the media of
mass communication, for example, are without doubt an integral part of programmes
of economic and social development and need to be much more extensively and
effectively used to this end. However, the quantum and character of the effort
required in this field, where two thirds of the world is in need of development
and where areas which could usefully absorb information support are infinite in
size and variety - traversing the interrelated fields of health, communications,
education, social reform, economic planning, agricultural production and industrial
development, not to mention fiscal policy and administrative organization - would
clearly place an insupportable burden upon international information organizations.
if they were required to bear this burden alone. Any attempt to place primary
responsibility for the mobilization of popular support for any of the activities
of the United Nations upon United Nations information services, even if it could
be regarded as permissible in terms of information policy. would involve, in terms
of manpower and resources realistically likely to be made available in the
foreseeable future, a selection among competing priorities which could not escape
being either arbitrary or accidental.

44. For the reasons discussed above, it would appear to be both constitutionally
desirable and pr-ac t'Lca.LIy necessary for the United Nations information services to
continue to confine themselves mainly to their allotted supporter" role,
aiding and assisting national governments and agencies with essential services
and supplies within the mandated limits of universality and objectivity. Continued
adherence to these twin criteria, established in 1946 and reaffirmed in 1952. is
not only possible but desirable, despite changed conditions affecting both the total
world need for United Nations information as well as the technical possibilities for
disseminating it.

45. In short, acceptance by the Office of Public Information of an essentially
"supporter" role in the conduct of its activities, whether these relate to political
questions or to matters of an economic and social content, not only continues to be
required by its very character as an organization run by and for sovereign states,
but also has the budgetary advantage of providing a usable yardstick for measuring
information expenditures. Similarly, by continuing to confine itself to strictly
objective information, free from propaganda or proselytizing, the Office of Public
Information continues to remain detached from a type of activity in which, by its
very nature, there are no built-in restraints either of policy or of expenditure.
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1l6. 'I'he Secrei~ary-General r-ec orumendn therefore that the policy and 'budgetary
guidelines built into the General Assembly resolutions which set up the Office of
Public Information and laid down the 'ban ic principles r~overnin[\ its work can and
should remain unaltered. as bas i c points of r-ei'erence , 'l'he r.lecretary-General also
finds it necessary. however, to r-ecommend that these point s of' reference be given
a flexible interpretation in terms of information output and programmes , to meet
proven needs in certain nar-rowLy def'Lned ar-eas of operations and uncler strict policy
controls. The need for i;his controlled expans i on of output, not merely in terms of
medi.a and levels of operations, but - even more importantly - in terms of assisting
the United Nations to attain the obj ec't i.ves for which it has been established, is.
in the judgement of the Secretary-General, Lnescapab'ly implicit in the changes that
have taken place eluring the last. two decades both outside and United Nations and
withi.n it.

47. Some of' these changes, internal as well as external, affecting the work of the
United Nations Office of Public Information have been noted in foregoing paragraphs:
the vast increase in membership, the nlarked expansion of collective activity in
all fields and the altered pUblic response to the United Nations as a whole from one
of unquestioning and active hope and opt imd sm to the more passive attitudes
engendered by 110pe8, in some cases, still unrealized and, in other instances,
apparerrtLy receding into a still more distant future. Coupled with this, there
has been the compulsive, though as yet not fully co-ordinated or understood,
expansion in those fields of United Nations endeavour which lie beyond activities
of an immediately political and controversial character. This expansion in the
content and nature of Urri ted Hations activities aimed at economic and social
development, through deliberative forums as well as through agencies actively
engaged in the practical execution of prograrmnes and pro;]ects in the field, has
been accompanied and reinforced, as already noted, by the establishment of new
large and active Lnt.er'gove'rnmerrt a.L organizations, working either directly under or
in close affiliation with the United Nations.

48. Against the background of these marked and irreversible changes that have
overt.aken the Uni ted Nations ai nc e it was first created in 1945, and in the context
of the new directions into whi ch United Nations activity is today compulsively
flowing in ever·-increti-sing volume, tlJe Secretary-General believes it axiomatic that
the nature ~ quantity and content of its own activity cannot remain static.

49. In the context of the above-noted changes in the external situation, and in
the context also of the consequent priorities of action established by the United
Nations as a whole and by its various component organs and organizations, it is
manifest that pUblic information today must necessarily occupy a place far closer to
the very centre and mainspring of United Nations aims and activities than envisaged
in 19lf6 or 1952 and play 11 much more direct. and purposeful role in ensuring the
success of those aims and activities. The Secretary-General, in the introduction
to his annual report in 1966 (A/6301/Add.l), emphas i aed this hti stiori c change of
function and of emphasis in the following words:

"At, this point, I should like to refer briefly to the important question,
traditionally a somewhat controversial one, of informing the public about
the United Nations. It will 'be agreed, I t.Irink , that the ultimate strength
of the Organization and its capacity to promot.e and achieve the objectives
for which it has been established lie in the degree to which its aims and
activities are understood and supported by the peoples of the world. In this
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sense, a purposeful and universal programme of public information is, in
fact, a programme of implementation -.- an essential counterpart of the
sUbstantive activities of the Organization." (underlining added)

50. That the membership of the United Nations is in unanimous, or near-unaniulous,
agreement with this assessment of the present-day role of pUblic information is
readily evidenced by the annual escalation in demands by the General Assembly and
by other United Nations organs, both major and subsidiary, for increased and
intensified information support in various specific fields of action, both political
as well as economic and social. In the political field, the Office of Public
Information has been directed to give the "widest possible dissemination li of
information to such diverse activities as those relating to disarmament,
decolonization - both in general and with specific reference to such areas as
Namibia, Southern Rhodesia and territories under Portuguese domination - the
promotion of friendly relations among peoples and countries, the evils of apartheid,
human rights, status of women, rights of children, treatment of prisoners in South
Africa, the work of the International Law Commission and the International Court
of Justice, the dangers of a possible nuclear war, the protection of minorities and
the promotion of the ideals of peace among youth, etc , In the fields of economic
and social development, at the same time, increased information has been desired
and demand.ed not only for the activities of the deliberative organs of the
United Nations but for its various operational arms. The range here extends from
the promotion of a better understanding of the work undertaken and accomplished in
the field of projection and policy formation, to specific needs which the United
Nations is attempting to meet, and the individual activities it is carrying out, in
every region and in almost all countries of the world, on such matters as health,
child welfare, agricUlture, population control, nutrition, manpower managing"
pre-industrial survey and industrialization, under the over-all needs and incentives
of the Development Decade.

51. While it continues to be true today, as it was in 1946 and in 1952, that the
primary responsibility for promoting pUblic understanding and support for such aims
and activities of the United Hat Lens rests upon national governments and national
media of mass communications, the Secretary-General thinks it relevant to recall
what he said in 1968: "Practical experience over the past twenty years and more
has rev~aled and emphasized tlle_ extent to which national information activity
depends. not only for its effestiveness but often for its very existence. upon the
support and encouragement it receives from the United Nations Office of Public
Information. This internatioual information service constitutes the indispensable
infrastructure, as it were. of all national information activity, both ill terms
of providing them the necessary raw materials as well as the basic motivations and
stimulus.... A fully equipped Office of Public Information. acting for and on
behalf of the United Nations, is not only needed but is irreplaceable if the
message of the United Nations is to reach across national frontiers and ideological
divisions. 11 (AI7201!Add.l, para. 166 - underlining added.)

52. To sum up:

(a) As the information arm of an intergovernmental organization, the basic
directive of OPI policy must remain for the foreseeable future, as it has in the
past, the following: "Your job is to tell the peoples of the world, not what to
think, but what to think about 11 •
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(b) At the same time, in certain fields, where the Organization itself has, as
a whole, taken a definitive and an action-oriented stand - as, for example, economic
and social development, promotion of human rights, decolonization, elimination of
racial discrimination and, more recently, protection of the human environment - the
United Nations Office of Public Information cannot any longer restrict itself to
mere]~ neutral stances or statements. It must go beyond this and actively identify
itself with these universally approved causes and movements. Not to do so would
not only be falling short of historic responsibility and potential but neglecting
binding directives from legislative organs.

(c) However, in pursuing this more active role in support of United Nations
goals - be they economic and social or political - OPI must continue to draw a
clear distinction between "active" and "activist l1

• Thus, while it must expand its
activities in such required fields as economic and social development, decolonization,
the elimination of apartheid and racial discrimination, the expansion must be in
activity which itself remains essentially objective and informational and does not
cross what the Secretary-General described in 1967 as the "boundary" separating it
from propaganda or promotion. As the Secretary-General then said in the introduction
to his annual report:

"The Organization has, of course, established for itself several specific
lines of endeavour and several objectives to be achieved, both in the economic
and social fields and in the field of political activity. The Office of
Public Information, in my judgment, contributes towards the promotion of
the Organization's efforts and the attainment of its objectives by
confining itself to impartial and factual reporting. Any crossing of the
boundaries, whether conscious or otherwise, which traditionally divide
information proper from activities with a promotional or propagandistic
trend wou.Ld , I believe, not only be constitutionally improper for the Office
of Public Information but also self-defeating in the long run ;"
(A/6701/Add.l, para. 146.)

(c) Impact

53. In connexion with the above exposition of the limitations and possibilities of
the United Nations Office of Public Information as the information arm of an
intergovernmental organization, it seems appropriate at this stage to examine what
is frequently referred to as the effectiveness or the impact of OPI activities
through the various instrumentalities and media employed by it.

54. The phrase "impact" has two distinct. though interrelated, connotations.
the point of view of the United Nations Office of PUblic Information, in terms
its philosophical foundations analysed above, this distinction is a matter of
central importance.

From
of

55. In one connotati on, the word 11impact" is used synonymously with "usage". In
this sense, of course. it is both possible and necessary for the Office of Public
Information to keep itself continuously informed about the degree to which its
various services are being utilized by those for whom they are intended and
constantly to adjust these services, as far as possible, to current demands. Some
specific proposals to this end appear later.
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56. However, the word Himpact" is also sometimes used in a somewhat wider sense
of results produced in the form of influencing opinion, changing minds or initiating
concrete action in given directions. In stepping into this wider sense, the
United Nations Office of Public Information, as the service arm of an
intergovernmental organization, must clearly proceed with extreme discernment and
caution. On the one hand, as has already been noted in preceding paragraphs, the
very purpose of such information activity conducted by and on behalf of the
United Nations is to promote a wider understanding and support of United Nations
aims and activities. In this context, therefore, the success of United Nations
information activity is necessarily to be gauged by the extent to which it in fact
is achieving this objective of developing wider understanding and support. "Impact"
in this wider sense, the Office of Public Information attempts to ensure by making
its output as professionally imaginative and effective as possible within the
necessary limitations of objectivity and impartiality. However, the Office has
neither the machinery nor the mandate to conduct any field research or opinion
surveys on the extent of such an impact, other than through the actual utilization
of its information materials and services and through the "f'eed'back" arrangements
described in paragraph 67.
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B. CONCLUSIONS

57. Following the above analysis of the proper function and role of the Ot'ti ce of
Public Information as the information service of the United Nations, the
Secretary-General has reached the follo"ring general conclusions, which he believes
would enable the Office to discharge its expanded responsibilities while providing,
at the same time, viable criteria for the measurement and limitation of
expenditures.

(i) 'l'he basic :principles governing t.he Office of Public Information as
established by General Assembly resolution 13 (I) of 19!~6 and
reaffirmed by General Assemb1y resolution 595 (VI) of 1952 do not need
to be revised, amended or enlarged:

(in The clearly increased wor-Ld needs for information, as Hell as the
increased technological facilitie:, and oppor-tunitLee for ~]J::tJdng such
information available, whether in the political field or that. of
economic and social development, can and should be confinecJ and
accommodated within the existinr_~ 'bno i c pri nc i p'Les and terms of
reference"

(iii) The Office of Publi c Information should cant i.nue , for the di s s entinat.Lon
of' information about the aims and act.Lvi t i es of the Organi zat i on , to
rely primarily upon the services of exi.st i nr; official and private
agencies of information, educational institutions and non-governmental
organizations. Its own primary function should continue to be to
assist such agencies and institutions in their own activi ties and
operations through making available to them an infrastructure, as it
were, of reference and raw materials and of basic services;

(Lv) Responsibility for the fuller and more effective utilization of the
1l1edia of mass communication" not only for purposes of information
prope r but as essential tools of economic and social deveLopmerrt ,
rests primarily with natzi onaL governments themselves. 'I'he Office of
Public Information ahou.l.d , however, be prepared to me...Ice its expert
knoul edge and services available to individual national governments.
upon request, under appropriate technical assistance or other
similar procedures and arrangements.

(v) In its own positive information operations, supplementing those of
e xis t i.ng national agencies ~ the Office of Public Information should
concentrate on activities whi ch depend for their exe cut.i.on, or for
their full effectiveness, upon international rather than national
management. In such supplemental acti vi ties, the Of'f'Lce of PUblic
Information, as part of the United Nations Secretariat, should adhere
strictly to the principles of "un.i ver-s a.I'i ty" and "object.Lvi ty". At
the same time, within these limitations and in respect to such
priority fields of United Nations activity as decolonization~

disarmament, the elimination of apartheid and racial discrimination,
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and economic and social development, the United Nations Office of
Public Information should consider itself not only free, but indeed
obligated, to pursue a more active information programme, more
directly geared to support these activities 0 Also, in order to make
well-focussed and concentrated use of its manpower and resources, it
should, within these principles~ devote special efforts to serving
the needs of selected groups and institutions throughout the world
with high opinion-building potential: specialist press, schools,
universities, professions, non~governmental organizations, etc.;

(vi) The Office of Public Information should make greater efforts to enlist
the support of national governments and agencies, official and
non-official, in the production and distribution of information
material relating to the work and purposes of the Organization;

(vii) In order to perform fully its functions, the Office of Public
Information should equip itself as necessary wi th modern skills and
modern technical facilities, such as those needed for utilizing
communication satellites and colour television;

(viii) Where, by reason of the limitations of the salary scales it is in a
position to offer, the Office of Public Information is unable to
recruit the type of talent required, particularly in the execution of
special information projects, it should make greater use of outside
talent on a contractual basis for short periods of time;

(ix) 'I'he Office of Public Information should establish within its staff
resources at Headquarters mechanism for the' central planning of
policy for activities through all media and for keep i ng itself
constantly advlsed of the utilization and effectiveness of its various
activities J both at Headquarters and in the field.
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C. RECOMMENDATIONS

58. With the above general conclusions as measures of assessment, the operational
programmes and activities of the various divisions of the United Nations Office
of Public Information are re-evaluated in the following paragraphs, and
recommendations made for the future.

I. OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY··GENERAL

59. Until recently, the Office of the Assistant Secretary-General for Public
Information consisted, apart from the Assistant Secretary-General himself, of
three Professional and nine General Service staff. Besides his personal assistant
(G.5) and his secretary (G.2), all staff assigned to the Office of the Assistant
Secretary-General belong to the Executive Office of the Office of Public
Information.

60. As provided by General Assembly resolution 595 (VI) of 1952, responsibility
for the formulation and execution of information policy, SUbject to the general
authority of the principal organs of the United Nations, is exercised by the
Assistant Secretary-General on behalf of the Secretary-General.

61. Since 1962, it has been the practice for the Assistant Secretary-General,
in the discharge of his responsibilities, not only to consult the directors of
the various divisions individually in the particular fields for which they are
responsible, but also to hold daily meetings with them as a group for the
purpose of collective planning of information policies aud for review of
activities.

62. This arrangement has proved, over the years, to be of value in keeping the
heads of the various divisions informed of current activities in various fields
and has also helped in the process of establishing and maintaining a central
direction and control of all OPI activities both at Head~uarters and in the field.

63. However, it is felt that, with the intensification of information needs and
activities in various directions, and with the expansion of technological
facilities for reaching wider audiences in larger parts of the world, a more
formalized and clear-cut apparatus for evaluating information policies and
determining information priorities needs to be set up within the Office of the
Assistant Secretary-General at Head~uarters.

64. In dealing with this problem, the 1958 Committee of Experts recommended the
establishment of a planning and co-ordination bureau to bear the main
responsibility, under the authority of the then Under-Secretary, for planning and
implementing the information policy of OPl. This proposal has certain advantages
in that it provides for staff who can concentrate, on a full-time basis and
without the pressures and interruptions caused by day-to-day responsibilities, on
long-range objectives and considerations affecting the pUblic information
activities of the Organization. At the same time, however, this approach could
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lead to overly general and theoretical formulations which do not take sufficiently
into account the practical realities faced by the various divisions. Also, it
must be recognized that implementation of policy cannot be achieved except by
and through the concrete activities of the various divisions.

65. For the above reasons, the post of Special Assistant was established earlier
this year within the Office of the Assistant Secretary-General, as recommended
by the Administrative Management Service. Functioning at the Principal Officer
level, it is the responsibility of the Special Assistant, in addition to providing
staff support to the Assistant Secretary-General in the day-to-day discharge of
his responsibility, to assist him in two specific n~w directions: (a) the
formulation of long-range information policy and planning; and (b) the constant
review and reassessment of existing pOlicies and activities in terms of their
effectivenes sand "impact If as defined in paragraph 56 above.

66. Daily meetings of the divisional directors of the Office of Public Information
with the Assistant Secretary-General are being continued. At the same time, at
least one major meeting of the Assistant Secretary-General and directors is held
each month, which is devoted to questions of policy and long-term planning, based
on an agenda circulated in advance. The Special Assistant acts as secretary for
these meetings and prepares and circulates written minutes of the meetings. He
is also responsible for follow-up action required on behalf of the Assistant
Secretary-General. Thus, the Assistant Secretary-General, together with the
divisional directors and the Special Assistant, operate as a "cabi.net," or "planning
and co-ordination group" fulfilling the function which the Committee of Experts
had in mind in 1958.

67. As part of his second major function, the Special Assistant is responsible
for organizing and centralizing "feedback" information, both from Headquarters
and from the field, on the degree and extent to which the various information
services and activities of the Office of Public Information are being received
and utilized by the audiences to which they are directed. The information thus
gathered is regularly circulated to the divisional directors and discussed at
the formal "cabinet" meetings with the Assistant Secretary-General.

68. The Secretary-General believes that the arrangement noted above will
result in a significant improvement in the formulation and execution of information
policies by making the office of the Assistant Secretary-General the nerve
centre both for the purposes of continuing review and evaluation of information
activities and for the constant adjustment of these activities to changing
information needs at Headquarters and in the field.

11. PRESS AND PUBLICATIONS DIVISION

69. Until 1 October 1966 the Press and PUblications Division also embraced
activities relating to the Visitors' Service and public liaison and was known
as the Press, Publications and Public Services Division. As of the date
mentioned above, these activities were detached from this Division and
consolidated with those of the External Relations Division in order to achieve a
greater administrative and functional cohesion with functions in the fields of
education and non-governmental organizations, for which the External Relations
Division is responsible.
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70. The activities of the Press and Publications Division resolve themselves
into the two broad categories established by the General Assembly resolutions
of 1946 and 1952, viz. (a) providing support and services for existing national
agencies of information, official and private, and (b) producing "pos i t i.ve "
informational material of its own to supplement the services of existing agencies.
The Division is structurally organized to correspond with these broad functional
categories.

(a) Basic services

'71. The first priority in the wor-k of the Press and Publications Division is
to provide, at United Nations Headquarters as vell as in the field, support to
the representatives of national information media and outlets. At United Nations
Headquarters and in Geneva, this support truces the form of physical facilities
and material services. In otber areas, it takes the form of material services
through information centres.

'72. The larger bureaux are provided with individual offices both at Headquarters
and in Geneva, while other correspondents share office space. For the rest,
there is a general room vith tables and typew-riters. In the conference rooms,
council chambers and General Assembly hall, seats are available for the press.
Other facilities include a document service, offices for commercial cable
companies and arrangements to enable correspondents to listen in their offices to
debates and discussions in the various conference and committee chambers.

(i) Press releases

73. The material services provided to correspondents, both at United Nations
Headquarters and at Geneva, take the form, basically, of press releases and
briefings.

74. The
they are
missions

press releases cover all principal United Nations meetings.
issued on other major events, United Nations reports, United
overseas, activities of the specialized agencies, activities

In addition,
Nations
of UNDP, etc.

75. During 1970, a total of 3,1+50 press releases YTere issued totalling 17,416
stencil pa8es. In the four years prior to that the figures were as follows:
1969: number of releases,3,3l5, number of pages 15,061; 1968: number of
releases, 3,834, number of pages, 18,323; 1967: number of releases, 3,769, number
of pages, 16, 51~6', 1966: number of releases, 3,356, number of pages, 14,192.

76. 'I'he minimum run for each press release Lo 1 ,~?OO copies, although some
re.Ieuses , such as roundups and transcripts of press conferences, are produced in
larger quantities to meet the demands at Headquarters and in the field. It may
be noted that of the minimum run of 1,200 copies, 650 are required for
delegation distribution, 150 for the information cent.res and 400 for correspondents
at Headquar t.er-s ,

77. The work connected Hith the coverage of meetings and the production of press
releases is presently performed by 12 Professional officers on a year-round
basis 1fith 11 additional staff temporarily recruited for the Assembly period.



The 12 Professionals are functionally classified as follows: Chief of Section, 1;
Chief Editor, 1; edtitor's ; 2; reporters, 8. Also engaged on this work are 8 General
Service staff on a year-round basis with another 15 being added during the Assembly
period,

78, In view of the significant proportion of the manpower and resources of the
Office of Public Information devoted to the preparation and issuance of press
releases, particular attention has been given to this activity as an area of
possible rationalization and economy.

79, As noted in paragraph 23 above, the revised basic principles, established by
General Assembly resolution 595 (VI) of 4 February 1952, require the Office of
Public Information to assist existing official and private agencies of
information, educational institutions and non-governmental organizations, In
defining this general directive further, basic principle 6 provides: "The
Department should provide at the Headquarters of the United Nations and through
its Information Centres and directly to other areas, such services as may be
necessary to ensure that the daily, weekly and periodical press is supplied with
full information about the activities of the United Nations." The press release
service of the Press and Publications Divison was instituted and has been
maintained in fulfillment of this injunction.

80. Accredited to the United Nations on a permanent basis, and operating more
or less continuously from the third floor area of the Headquarters building, are
some 300 correspondents representing news agencies, newspapers, television and
radio outlets. Around this "permanent." number there floats a more shifting group
of approximately another 300 to 350 "temporary" correspondents. During periods
of more than usual news interest - such as sessions of the General Assembly and
the Security Council - total figures of accreditation rise to an average of 700 to
800 and have on occasions reached as high as 2,000. These correspondents;
representing information outlets, large and small, from all parts of the world,
constitute - as was recognized by the Committee of Experts in 1958 - the principal
means for relaying information on the day-to-day activity of the United Nations
to all parts of the globe, through all media. Over the years, these correspondents
have steadfastedly resisted any diminution of the present press release service,
which they regard as vital in the execution of their own primary role in the
belt of United Nations news transmission.

81. A complete elimination of the press release service is functionally
inconceivab Le . Host of the worLd ' s news outlets maintaining correspondents at
Headquarters are represented by very small staffs, the majority by only one
person, For them, the press release service is not only useful but indispensable
for keeping track of all the multifarious activities of the United Nations, day
by day, not only at Headquarters but throughout the world where the United Nations
is at work, The withdrawal of this service would render most of the correspondents
present incapable of exec~ting their functions as fully as they can now, The
absence of such a service would no doubt lead many of the smaller organizations,
which cannot afford to maintain a larger staff, to withdraw the staff that they
do maintain, in v i ev of their reduced capacity to provide full coverage. Even
those outlets which are capable of maintaining larger staff would be handicapped
in the range and speed of their coverage. In either event, the United Nations
would be blocking its own main access to the "peoples of the world".

82. The present service of press releases, written from the point of view of
information media, provides news summaries of debates and discussions as they take



place, very often as many as six or seven debates and discussions in progress
simultaneously. These news sw~aaries enable correspondents, while themselves
follolTing the one or two debates of particular news interest, to maintain touch
with developments elsewhere, without undue loss of time and without the necessity
of having to read an entire mass of official records to find what they need or
locate what is of interest to them. From the point of view of news media, official
records, even if it were not ~or the time-lag involved - summary records appear as
much as 48-72 hours after the event - cannot replace press releases.

83. In addition to the press releases that provide summaries of debates and
discussions as they take place at Headquarters, a further category of the present
press release production includes statements by the Secretary-General, transcripts
of the Secretary-GeneralIs press conferences, summaries of important economic and
social reports, activities of the Unit eo. Nations Development Programme, signatures,
accessions and ratifications of conventions, biographies, notes to correspondents,
and releases from the specialized and related agencies which are reissued on the
request of the agency concerned for the benefit of the correspondents at
Headquarters. This category of press releases not directly related to "meeting
cover-age" constitutes a considerable proportion of the current output of Press
Services. In 1970, for example~ 1,855 releases out of a total of 3,450, or
approximately 53.76 per cent, were in this category.

84. In addition to corres~ondents, the press release service is of importance and
is extensively used not only by the other Pproducing" sections and divisions of the
Office of Public In~ormation itself, but by the Secretariat as a whole. It
constitutes for them, as for members of United Nations delegations~ a primary and
much utilized source of current information on events and trends in parts of the
'building other than those in which they themselves happen to be directly and
immediately involved. There is evidence that the smaller delegations in particular
depend heavily upon the press release service, with its speedy and condensed
account of the day-ta-day activities of the United Nations, as a means of keeping
abreast of developments and locating those of special interest to them. For them,
El.B well as for correspondents, the slower and bulkier service available through the
verbatim and summary records would not prove to be equally adequate. This fact was
recognized by the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions in
the following comment on a report of the Joint Inspection Unit on the use of
minutes instead of summary records (E/4802/Add.2):

liThe smaller delegations which cannot attend on a continuing basis the
meetings of all the bodies o~ which their countries are members rely on
records to keep abreast of developments much more than do the larger
delegations. But the usefulness of records to the smaller delegations for the
above purpose depends on the speed with which such records are issued, and on
whether they can obtain the same information more quickly from the Office of
Public Information press releases".

85. Finally, press releases serve the purpose of keeping the directors of United
Nations information centres supplied with current and more or less detailed
information for their own information and use; they also serve as additional
"reference" material for the use of the information outlets in the regions for
which they are responsible - outlets which do not or cannot maintain
representatives of their own at Headquarters.
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86. While the need for maintaining the press release service as one of the basic
ltsupporter" services of the Office of Public Information iS 5 in his judgement,
unquestionable the Secretary-General has considered several alternative
sULGestions for curtailing the total output of press releases in the interest both
of economy and of p.fficiency. In this connexion, he had in mind the oft-stated
fact that an uncontrolled increase of documentation, including press releases, tends
in the long run to defeat its mm purpose by reason of its mere size.

87. One SUGGestion consiQerec as a means of effectinG economy in the press release
output would have consisted in makinG a 1i sel ec t i ve judgement ii between different
llleetinGs and different subject-matter, givinc a press release service to some and
letting others await the issuance of the approrriate provisional summary records.

88. In addition to the reasons stated above for the unsuitability of provisional
swmnary records for press releases, this suggestion suffered from the serious
difficulty that it would have placed upon the Secretariat the responsibility for
deciding which committee or subjects would receive speedy press release coverase
and which would be subjected to the necessarily slower procedure of dissemination
involved in the production of provisional summary records. Even if such a
distinction between different committees and subjects could have been made on valid
professional Grounds, it is believed that the realization of a certain economy, by
denying press release coverage to some coa~ittees and subjects althogether, would
have been harmful in terms of the basic goal of disseminating information
concerning United Nations activities more widely.

89. Another proposal considered centred on the makins of a distinction between the
major and the subsidiary organs of the United Nations, giving a n111 press
release treatment to the first group and a more limited coverage to the second.
This approach als0 5 it is felt, would have proved to be professionally unsound
inasmuch as events of a newsworthy character are not always foreseeably tied to the
hierarchy of iUlportance of various United Nations bodies in purely insititutional
terms. Subordinate bodies dealing with certain types of subjects, for example,
frequently provide material of greater interest to news media than other organs
situated higher in the institutional scale of values.

90. Still another suggestion considered was that the present press release service
might be curtailed in terms of quantity by drawinG a distinction between meetincs
of a political character, on the one hand, and those concerned with economic and
social questions, on the other, givinG a regular press release coverae;e to the
first group and putting out press releases on the second only on an ad hoc basis,
wherever important developments or actions warranted this.

91. This procedure also, while perhaps permitting a certain conservation of
manpower and resources, would have been offset by serious disadvantages, both of a
political and substantive character. Politically, an ad hoc press release service,
coming into play when liimportant ii statements are made or events take place, is
exposed to the serious hazard of appearing to discriminate between speakers and
developments, and of giving unequal treatment to the intervention or interest of
different Member States. In its press release service the Secretariat must act on
the assumption (which is also professionally correct, given the wide range of
national attitudes and interests) that all statements made on behalf of sovereign
States in Given organs are of equal value, and that all developments are of
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interest. Consequently, whatever criterion is made to apply to OFI' s press
r el.ease operation, its one fundamental requisite must continue to be that of
in~artiality and uniformity. Any ad hoc or s~lective treatment would be both
politically and prof'essiono.lly in(lefensible.

92. Substantively also, the sucgestion that meetinGs of an economic and social
character be treated on a selected or ac~ basis, depending on developments, has
serious drawbacks. If applied, it would have the effect of impairinG the aCCess of
correspondents and others to news in that very area of economic and social
Qevelopment in which the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly itself
have asked for reinforced efforts.

93. For the reasons discussed above, if a limitation of press release coverace of
United Nations Infoetinr:;s is considered desirable, the approach to this lilClitation
Hould nceC. to be based on considerations mor-e viable than the hierarchical position
of the bodies holding sucb meetinGS or the ad hoc determination of the intrinsic or
even the relative value and "importance" of such mcet.Ings , Nor, it is felt, may a
risiQ and a priori line of demarcation be safely established between different
cateGories of meetiIl8s, purely in terms of subjcct-matter~ without reference to such
professional considerations as newS value or public interest. The only viable way
of limiting the press release service, it was believed, would have been to evaluate
United Nations meetine;s in strictly journalistic terms, r;iving to each the type and
~xtent of covera~e best suited to the subject-matter involved as well as to the
professional needs of the mass Media concerned. ThrouGh such an approach, meetings
could~ with a reasonab18 deGree of accuracy, be divided into three broad groups:

A. Those dealing with subject-matter carryinG a high degree of immediacy and
lil~ely to constitute "spot-news" of the type which is of special concern and
interest to wire aGencies, news broadcasters and newspapers;

B. Those dealing with subject matter, not neceasar i Ly of less Impor-tance and
significance intrinsically, but of less "dmmed.iacy'' and therefore with a Greater
potential as feature material rather than as spot-news;

C. Those concerned with still longer-range activities which it is importantto
record and make available as Indd spensabl,e background material for the future use
of writers, speakers and others concerned with international events.

94. Under such an evaluation, meetings falling within group A would have continued
to receive daily press release coverage as at present, with each development or
statement beinG separately and chronologically annotated and summarized. Meetin~s

in croup B, instead of receiving day-by-day and speakcr-by-speaker coveraGe, would
have been sumnar-Lz ed , as thOUGht most suitable, either on a uniform and regular
weekIy basis or on the basis of a summary to be issued after the conclusion of each
aGenda ite8 under discussion. At the same time, an oral briefing would have been
held each Qay by the press officer assicned to such meetinGS for the benefit of
those corresponuents havinG a special interest in the subject-matter or in the
events of any r;iven day. Such an arrangement would also havE' provided a "cushion"
a~ainst developments which have the effect of ~iving to any particular day's
proceedings a Hspot-news ll character. Finally, meetings in 5rouP C would have been
covered only by means of "operring" and "cLos ing" roundups before the start and at
the conclusion of the sessions as a whole.



95. This line of approach would have required the following division among United
Nations meetinGs for purposes of press release coverage:

Group A. General Assembly (plenary); General Committee; First COnllilittee;
Special Political Committee; Fourth Cmmnittee; Security Council; Special Connnittee
on Peace-keeping Operations; Special Crnnmittee on Apartheid; Trusteeship Council;
Special Committee on Decolonization; Disarmament Commission

pro~ Second. Third. Fifth and Sixth Crunmittees of the General Assembly;
COlinnittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space; COll~ittee on the Peaceful Uses of
the Sea-Bed; the three Sub-committees and the Sub-Committee on Petitions of the
Special COfmuittee on Decolonization; Economic and Social Council and its three
sessional cOlinnittees; COlmnission for Social Develop8ent; Population Commission;
Governine Council of the United Nations Development Programme; Industrial
DeveLopmerrt Board; Executive Board of the Unitec1 Nations Children's Fund; United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development; Trade and Development Board;
Commission on Human Ri.ght s ; Ac;' Hoc vJorL:ing Group of Experts of the Comuri ss i on on
Human Rights; Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
l1inorities; Commission on the Status of Women; Special Connnittee on Principles of
International Law concerninG Friendly Relations and Co-operation ~uonG States;
Special Committee on the Question of Defining AGGression

Group C. Credentials Committee of the General Assembly; Economic and Social
Council Committee on Non-Govermnental OrGanizations; Committee for Procramrae and
Cc-or-d i nat.Lon ; Ad Hoc Committee on Periodic Reports on Human Rigrrt s ; Advisory
Committee on the United Nations ProGramme of Assistance in the Teaching, Study,
Dissemination and Wider Appreciation of International Law; United Nations
Comnission on International Trade Law; United Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation; United Nations Council for Namibia; Advisory Comnittee
on the Application of Science and Technology to Development; Committee for
Development Planning; Commission on Narcotic Drugs; Statistical Commission;
International Narcotics Control Board; COfimittee on Housine, Buildin~ and Planning;
Executive Commi t.t.ee of the Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refucees; United Nations/FAO InterBovernmental ConMittee of the World Food
ProGramme; Administrative Crnrrmittee on Co-ordination; Economic Commission for
Europe; Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East; Economic Commission for
Latin America; Economic Commission for Africa; UNCTAD Coramittee on Cornraoditics;
UNCTAD Comarit t ee on Ifanufactures; UNCTAD Committee on Invisibles and. F'i.nanci ng
related to Trade; UNCTAD Oomrait t.ee on Shi ppf.ng ; UNCTAD Permanent Sub-conu.nittee on
Commodities; UNCTAD Perraanerrt Group on Synthetics and Substitutes; UNCTAD Group on
Preferences; Intergovernmental Group on Supplementary Financing; Board of Trustees
of the United Nations Institute for Traininc and Research; International Court of
Justice; International Law Co~nission.

96. It will be noted that the division of United Nations meetin~s into the above
three groups would have applied to cove~age provided to such meetings held at
Headquarters in New York. The rationale underlyinc the division would also have
extended to United Nations meetings and special conferences - such as those on
human richts, the peaceful uses of the sea-bed, road traffic. outer space and the
law of treaties held in Asia, Europe and Latin America in 1968.

97. Although it is difficult to calculate in advance of actual implementation it
may be reasonably assumed that the formulation outlined above regarding the press
coveraGe of meetinGS at Headquarters could possibly have resulted in a curtailment
of the exi.s t i ng press release output by about 25 per cent in terms of the number 0:':
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releases and the number of stencils involved Hithout c1amaginr.r, the inherent purpose
of the press release service as such. At the same time, the implementation of the
above procedure could possibly have resulted in the reduction of the permanent staff
of the Preas Sc.:rvices by two Professional and tyro General Service posts.

98. However, stronG opposition was expressed by the United Nations Correspondents'
Association to any departure from existing coverage arranGements and services. In
the light of these objections from correspondents, for whose benefit this service
mainly exists, and in spite of the small economies that might have been possible
under the formulae analysed above, the Secretary-General has come to the conclusion
that the present ar.rangement.s should be maintained. Furthermore, the Secretary..
General has r-eason to believe that a small number of delel3ations from smaller
14ffinber States would find the continuation of the present system useful.

(ii) BriefinGs

99. In addition to the periodic press conferences given by the Secretary-General,
the Office of Public Information provides facilities for press conferences or
briefings by permanent representatives, forei3n ministers, heads of Government, and
other visiting dignitaries. Such press conferences or briefinGs may be requested
several times a week during the General Assembly, and at less frequent intervals
during other periods of the year. Though the Office of Public Information provides
facilities for such conferences, inclUding audio recordine and visual coverage
(at cost), OPI does not accept any responsibility for the content of the delegation
press conferences nor does it issue a release to correspondents summarizinG the
proceedings.

100. At regular intervals, and as develo~nents warrant, senior officials of the
Secretariat are invited to meet the representatives of information media for formal
press conferences or background briefincs. Parti.cular s'~ress is Given in such
meetings to work in the fields of economic and social development and human rights.
Senior officials of the specialized agencies visiting Headquarters are similarly
invited to hold press conferences or briefings as their schedules permit.

101. In order to meet the operational needs of correspondents, OPI has instituted a
noon press briefing which is conducted on each workinG day by two senior information
officers. Current developments and meetine; schedules are reviewed, statements
attributable to a United Nations spokesman are issued, and the correspondents are
afforded an opportunity to put questions regarding current matters.

102. Since the programme of briefings and press conferences has proved of
demonstrable value to accredited correspondents, it is proposed to maintain this
service as at present.

(b) Supplemental activities

103. In addition to its activities geared to providing support and services for
existing national and international agencies of information, as described above, the
Press and Publications Division also has a positive information proGramme, by way
of a supplemental service, which falls into two broad categories: (a) publications,
mainly intended for sale, produced on a recurring and regularly sched~led basis 
the Yearbook of the United Nations and the UN _~~onthly Chronicle; and (b) leaflets,



pamphlets, booklets and reprints, intended essentially for free distribution, on a
varyine; list of subjects and titles determined on an ad hoc basis.

(i) Yearbook of the United Nations

104. The Yearbook of the United Nations, as the name implies, is an annual volume
of some 1,100 pages containing a condensed and documented account, for reference
purposes, of the activities of the United Nations in all the fields of its
involvement and concern. One section of each editicn of the Yearbook is devoted to
a review of the activities of the specialized and related agencies. As an annual
encyclopedia of the United Nations aims and activities, the Yearbook serves as the
lImemoryll of the United Nations not only for use by the general public, but also by
diplomats and other public officials, scholars, teachers, journalists, librarians
and others concerned with international affairs 1vho seek an informed understanding
of the many and diverse activities of the United Nations and its related agencies.
It thus constitutes one of the principal pUblishing activities of the Office of
Public Information, falling within the principle anunciated in paragraph 57(v)
above, as a supplemental activity of a kind which depends for its execution of
full effectiveness upon international rather than national management.

105. Until 1966, the Yearbook was published by the United Nations in co-operation
with Columbia University Press, New York, under an arrangement whereby Columbia
University Press arranged for and financed the printing, manufacture, indexing and
technical aspects of the pUblishing of the volume. It also arranged for Yearbook
sales within the United states (except the United Nations Bookshop); other sales
matters were handled by the United Nations Sales Section in the Office of Conference
Services. Under the co-publishing arrangements:

(i) Royalties were paid to the United Nations by Columbia University
Press on a sliding scale (whereby the amount of royalties increased
with the number of copies sola. by the Press, except those sold or
bought by the United Nations);

(ii) The United Nations Sales Section bought several thousand copies at
cost (i.e. including the cost of printing, manufacturing, indexing
and technical aspects of publishing) for sale either through the
United Nations Bookshop or outside the United states;

(iii) The Office of Public Information bought about 500 copies of each
edition from Columbia University Press at cost for free official
distribution.

Copies purchased by the Office of Public Information for free official distribution
were sent to delegations (one each), to the depository libraries of the United
Nations, to the related agencies of the United Nations family, to United Nations
information centres and offices and to various parts of the Secretariat which have
a continuing need for a reference work such as the Yearbook.

106. Beginning in 1967, when the 1966 edition of the Yearbook was prepared, the
United Nations has taken over from Columbia University Press the arrangements for
and financing of the printing, manufacturinG, indexing and sales of the book. The
additional costs to the United Nations are met from the sales budget to which the
revenues from the sales of the Yearbook are returned. Under these arrangements the
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estimated cost to the Organization for the sales print run amounted to some
$26,600 for 6,255 copies of the most recent edition. The eross revenue is
estimated at $80,500.

107. In view of the demonstrated usefulness and importance of the Yearbook, the
Secretary-General has again considered the possibility of having it p~oduced in
French and Spanish versions in addition to the English edition, which is the only
one now being produced.

108. In view of the relatively high figures for the net cost to the Organization
of producinb French and Spanish versions of the Yearbook ($250,000), the
Secretary-General, in the absence of suppor-t i.nr; finances, has reluctantly come to
the conclusion that, despite the desirability of producing these two languaGe
versions, the Office of Public Information will have to continue, as in the past,
to make the Yearbook available only in an English language version.

109. OwinG to a nur1ber of factors~ including the necessity of coverinG the
continuinb expansion of United Nations activities, delays have been experienced in
the pUblication of the Yearbook. For example, the 1969 edition is not scheduled to
appear aefore the end of 1971. As part of a concerted effort to reduce this
delay and brine; the wor-k cycle up to date, the Administrative Management Service;
r'ecormnended , among other t.hi.ngs , that two editor wr i t.er s (p-J), an editorial
assistant and tYrO clerk/typists be added to the staff of the Yearbook on a
temporary basis not exceedinc two years. The Secretary-General endorsed this
proposal, which has now been implemented.

(ii) UN Monthly Chronicle

110. The UN'11onthly Chronicle was instituted as one of the Office of Public
Information's reguiar pUb~ications in 1964, after considerable analysis and
research, as a month-by-month record of both thought and action within the United
Nations~ in all its fields of preoccupation - political, le~al~ economic, social,
trusteeship, bUdgetary~ etc. Like the Yearbook of the United Nations, the
Chronicle is intended to serve as a basic reference tool with emphasis~ in this
case, on the needs of those who reQuire a more current and continuine; documented
record of the United Nations activities in their own work, or those vrho desire
it because of their interest in these activities - diplomats, journalists,
editorial writers~ professors and students of international affairs, members of
non-goverru~ental organizations, etc. The periodical also carried signed articles
by heads of various substantive departments and by elected officials of the United
Nations family on matters of current significance.

Ill. There is considerable evidence from reader response that the Chronicle, in its
approach~ format and content, has found wide acceptance among its users.

112. All three language versions of the UN Monthly Chronicle are printed and
published by the United Nations itself in the following quantities: English
17,OOO~ French 2,200 and Spanish 2,500. The paid circulation for the three
editions during the last five years has been as follows:



English French ST'~inis~----
1966 14,300 650 1 000

1967 13,570 LI[J3 914

1968 15,558 403 798
1969 13,214 520 815

1970 12,342 535 765

113. The cost of producing the three language editions during the last five years
exceeded the revenue derived therefrom by ~~172 ,352, as shown be.Lov:

Cost Revenue

Enrzl i sh French Spanish Total Enral i sh French Spanish Total

1966 ~62,892 ~22,220 $15,133 $100,245 $73,090 $1,365 ~;2 ,100 $76,555

1967 74,698 24,320 13,154 112,172 88,936 1,575 2,450 92,961

1968 71,268 23,800 13,800 108,868 88,717 1,128 2,155 92,000

1969 82,800 26,500 15,000 124,300 75,548 1,540 2,287 79,375

1970 99,858 24,726 18,164 142,748 71,356 1,587 2,147 75,090

391,516 :!..21,566 588,333 397 ,64';
----_.

'I'ot.a.L 75,251 t ,l~~) 11,139 1~15 ,981.

114. It will be noted from the above fiGures that, wh i Le the sales revenue from
the English language edition has declined in the last two years as a result of
factors affectin] the pUblishing industry as et whole, the total revenue during the
last five years f'r-om the English language edition of the Chronicle has nevertheless
covered the actual printing costs. The French and Spanish editions, on the other
hand, because of the limited nillnber of paid subscribers and the added cost of
translation, have incurred a deficit in each of the last five years.

115. From a purely budcetary standpoint, it might seem desirable to discontinue
the French and Spanish editions of the Chronicle. It is felt, however, that both
of these language editions should be continued in view of the desirability of
having a timely and comprehensive record of United Nations deliberations and
decisions available in French and Spanish as well as English. This is especially
important in the absence of French and Spanish editions of the Yearbook of the
United Nations.

116. The Secretary-General is particularly conscious of the desirability of
increasing the paid circulation of all three language editions of the Chronicle,
both to extend the readership of the periodical and to offset more of the Frinting
cost ac;ainst revenue. Accordingly, the Office of Public Information is
undertaking, in co-operation with the Office of Conference Services, whicll is
responsible for the sale of United Nations publications" a syst.enat i c promotion
campaign for all the language editions.

(iii) Leaflets. pamphlets, booklets, reprints, etc.

117. Both at Headquarters and at the information centres, there is a. continuing
demand for some leaflets, booldets, pamphlets and reprints from the UN ~1onthly

Chronicle, which explain in a succinct manner the major concerns and decisions
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of the Organ i za t ion in a viJ.e variety of fieldD - po l iti caL, economic, soc i a.I
huuan ri(jhts, lersal, decoLon.izut ion , etc. 'I'hc sc arc intended for ue e particularly
by non-j.overnmerrtat orr.~anizations) sLuderrt s , editorial wr i t er's , et.c , , and are
generally made available without char'ge , a.Lt.hour.h at Headquarters cons i der ab.l e
quantities are sold through the Unit.ed Nations Bookshop and occasionally bulk
orders are purchased for retlistribution by non-Governmental organizations.

118. The subject ranGe of these leaflets, booklets, pamphlets and reprints is
..dele. FoJ.lowing the end of each session of the General Assembly, a series of
leaflets is is sued c orrta i.n i.ng t.he texts of t.he maj or resolutions adopted. Several
leaflets and booklets are issued o.nnually on the work of the United Nations in the
fields of decolonization and apartheid. Human rights is another important area
covered. Adc1itionally, the Offic e of Public Information updates and issues
annually such basic titles as Uuited Nations: Hho,t It Is, vlhat It Does, and How It
Works~ Basic Facts About the United Nations; and United Nations Development
Prortr-amme ,

119. A considr::rable number (If these bookl.et.e , pamphlets, leaflets and reprints are
translatc;d and i ssued by the information centres in the languages of their areas.
The information centres report a demand for some of this material that cannot be
met from the quarrt i ties they ~)roduce.

120. An appropriation of $130,000 for the production of leaflets, booklets,
psmph.Let s and r-epr-i nt.s has been requesteci In section 10, chapter Ill" of the
1972 budGet es t ima't e n , Of t.h i s amourrt , approximately $t~3,OOO is spent for local
printing at information centres and $82,000 at Headquarters (where the English
versions for global d i at.r-Lbu'tion and reprints of the Charter, the Universal
Declaration of Human Ric;hts etc. in a variety of Languages are produced). The
General Assembly has also from time to time approved additional allocations for
booklets and leaflets on particular topics, such as apartheid, human rights, outer
space and the report on the effects of the possible use of nuclear weapons.

121. In view of the use whi ch is made of this material throughout the world,
particularly by non-governmental orc;anizations and student gr~lps, the programme
of pUblishinG such booklets, leaflets, pamphlets and reprints falls well within
tile revised principles of OPI and should be continued.

122. Dur ing the past several years the cost of translation and pr i nt.Lng has risen
ut.ead i Ly in most areas of the worLd , Consequently, in order to maintain the
existing pub.Licat i on s pr'ograrmne at its present level in real terms, it will be
necessary in future years to increase the budget appropriation to offset the rise
in prices.

123. Since 1967, when the United Nations assumed responsibility for the printing
and pub.l i uhi ng of the Yearbook SJf the United Nations, the vo.lume of copy-editing
undertaken by the PUblications Service of the Office of Public Information has
Ycry considerably increased. Additionally, in order to ensure better management,
maximum accuracy and consistency in style and presentation of the pamphlet and
booklet out.pu't of' OPI, it is desirable that all manusc r i.pt.s should be
"copy-ed i t ed" before be i ng sent to the printer. 'I'he Admin i s'tr-at.fve Management
Service had proposed that a Central Hriting and Editing Unit be established within
the Publications Service, to form a pool of common services to supplement the
resources of the other units of the PUblications Service and of the Press Service
in their peak periods, and to provide manpower to undertake ad hoc assignments.
The Unit has now been set up.
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(iv) pbjective: Justice

124. As explained above" under "SuppLemerrta.L activities;', OPI:s pub.li.cat i ons
programme involves the production of a number of booklets, pamphlets, leaflets and
reprints on a wide variety of subjects. In response to resolutions of the General
Assembly and other organs, OPT also produces special pUblications covering a
particular field, information about which, it is felt, requires wider dissemination
and for which special allocations are pr-ovided. In view of the increasing number
of such requests in recent years, particularly in the fields of apartheid, racial
discrimination and decolonization, it ,-TaS decided in 1969 to begin publication on
an experimental basis of a new periodical entitled Objective: Justice, devoted
generally to the above three topics. It was felt that by employing a popular
magazine format a much !"ider audience could be reached; at the same time the
production of separate pUblications - usually in the form of pamphlets - on a number
of isolated SUbjects could be eliminated. The cost of the first English edition of
Objective: Justice in the autumn of 1969 was met from the regular budget allocations
for pUblications. Subsequent issues on a~artheid and decolonization in January and
April 1970 were financed from special allocations; ot12r editions pUblished in
July and October 1970 were financed from regular allocations for the English edition
and from special allocations for the French edition. Finally a special edition in
January 1971 on the International Year for Action to Combat Raci sm and Racial
Discrimination was pUblished in six languages. Subsequent issues during 1971 are
being financed from the current pUblications a~propriation for the English edition
and from a special allocation of $24,000 for the French edition.

125. In view of the experience gained and the generally favourable response to the
new periodical, it had been decided to continue its production, as a regular part
of the pUblications programme, at least for the present, thus largely eliminating
the production of separate publications on these subjects. Every effort will
continue to be made to produce the magazine within existing staff resources and
to meet the cost of the English edition from the regular 1972 appropriation. The
additional cost for the parallel pub'l i cat i on of a French edition for translation
and printing is again estimated at $24,000.

(v) French-language production

126. In view of the increasing number of requests in recent years from information
centres, non-governmental organizations and pernlanent missions for more OPT
material in the French language, a review and reappraisal of French-language
production of press releases, booklets, leaflets and pamphlets has been undertaken
in connexion with the preparation of this report.

127. From the establishment of the llli f10nthly Chronicle in 1964 until April 1971,
the French edition was produced and printed in Paris. A private contractor was
engaged to undertake the editorial preparation, translation and proof-reading. In
11ay 1971, the production of the French edition was transferred to the Geneva office.

128. French editions of OPI leaflets and booklets have been translated, printed
and distributed through the United Nati~ns Information Centre in Paris or the
Information Service of the United Nations Office at Geneva. Because of the
workload in these two offices, the translations have had to be undertaken externally
on a contractual basis.
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129. At Headquarters, a French edition of the Heekly News Summary is prepared for
use by information centres, Secretariat, non-governmental organizations and
permanent missions. Additionally, a fe,r selected press releases, statements by
the Secretary-General etc. are issued in the French language as press releases in
response to requests from correspondents and delegations. It has been possible,
but only on an ad hoc basis, to secure translations of such press releases through
the co-operation of the Translation Service of the Office of Conference Services.
However~ the Office of Conference Services riGhtly indicates that it must give
priority to official documentation and it is not always possible for them to meet
the deadlines established by the Office of Public Information for the translation
of this press material.

130. In this situation a small French Language Unit has been established within
the Press and Publications Division to undertake the functions described above.
This Unit consists of two Professional and one General Service posts financed in
1971 from temporary assistance funds under the regular budget. For 1972, these
posts are being requested as established posts. The Unit provides a daily bulletin
villich summarizes in a few pages the activities at Headquarters and reports on
meetings. It pUblishes press releases received from offices located away from
Headquarters, as well as background notes on particUlar topics and features on
economic and social matters. The Unit is also responsible for the I1Lettre
hebdomada.i re"; Finally, the Unit provides translations into French of material
produced by the Centre for Economic and Social Information, for which purpose one
Professional and one General Service posts are financed from the allocation of
funds made available to CESI from the United Nations Trust Fund for Development
Planning and Projections.

(vi) Revolving Fund

131. Over and above the pUblications described in the preceding paragraphs, a
separate method of financing the production of information material has been
evolved in recent years through the Working Capital Fund.

132. Under these arrangements, the Office of Conference Services, in collaboration
with the Office of Public Information, is permitted to use moneys from the
Working Capital Fund, On a reimbursable basis, to finance pubLi.cat i ons which have
high sales potential but are too expensive to be accommodated within the Office of
Public Information allocation for leaflets, booklets and pamphlets. Such an
arrangement has permitted larger compliance with the General Assembly directives
calling upon the Office of Public Information to increase to the maximum extent
possible the production of material of a self-supporting and self-liquidating
character.

133. Through this machineryj the Office of Public Information has produced such
basic reference materials as Ever~nan's United Nations. It has also made possible
the pUblication of such other material of enduring value as Never Again War, on
the visit of Pope Paul VI to the United Nations, and Yo~r United Nations.

134. In order more fUlly to exploit the flexibility provided by the ReVOlving
Fund for the production of information material on a self-liquidating basis, the
Office of Public Information proposes, with the Office of Conference Services, to
explore ways and means of under-t.ak i ng a wi der range of pub Li cat i ons .



(vii) Stimulation of outside production

135. An essential counterpart to the Office of Public Information's own efforts,
through the Revolving Fund, to produce major books relating to the United Nations
family vi thout cost to the Organi zation is that of stimulating the production of
such books by outside authors, pUblishing houses and institutions. To this end,
the Office of Public Information has, almost since its inception, considered it
as one of its more important responsibilities to maintain and develop liaison
with independent pUblishers and authors, and to give them assistance in producing
books related to the United Nations and its family of international organizations.
Such assistance has ranged all the way from the provision of ideas and source
materials to active collaboration in the planning and execution of books, w'ith
editorial and substantiye Guidance and control at all stages. H11en books have
been produced on the ini tiative of the United Nations, and under its policy and
editorial guidance, they have been categorized as "specdal, project pub Li cabLons "
and have qualified for formal United Nations endorsement.

136. Under such arrangements, a number of books of high informational and
educational value have been produced in recent years by various reputable authors
and pUblishing houses. Included aillong the titles which have thus been issued
wi th United Nations endorsement have been such volumes as The Good 1ilar by
Marian Maury (~1acfadden-Bartel Corporation, 1965), The United Nations at Worlt
by Joseph H. Jones (Pergamon Press, 1965) and Decade of Development by
James A. Joyce (Coward-·McCann, 1966). Finally, The United Nations and \\That You
Should Know about It, a book for children written by Jean Picker, is being
produced in co-operation with Interchange.

137. In the field, the responsibility of TIaintaining liaison with outside
publishers rests with the directors of information centres.

138. The Office of Public Information re~nrds the maintenance and further
development of its responsibility to encourage and stimulate the production of
books about the United Nations by independent publishers and auth~rs as being of
major importance in the over-all information effort on behalf of the United DhtiOlL
fonily, both at Headquarters and in the field.

139. To this end, at Headquarters, the Office of Public Information hns assinned
this function to a post established in the Of rice of the Chief of the PUblic~tions
Service of the Press and Publications Division. This post, while permitting a
more direct involvement by the Office of Public Information in the field of
stimUlating outside publications, does not, however, affect the areas of
responsibility in this field that properly pertain to the Office of Conference
Services.
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III. RADIO AND VISUAL SERVICES DIVISION

140. Until 1957, two separate divisions within the Office of Public Information
were responsible for conduct ins the various activities now consolidated in the
present Radio and Visual Services Division. One of these former divisions was
concerned with the broadcast media (radio and television) and the other with films,
pnotos etc. The consolidation was effected in the interest of economy and to
permit a more flexible and effective use of professional talent. The Division
presently consists of the following major organizational units: (a) Central
Services Section, (b) Radio Service and (c) Visual Service.

(a) gentra~ Services Section

141. The provision of facilities and services for representatives of television,
fjlm and radio organizations and of television and film materials to United Nations
information centres is the main responsibility of the Central Services Section.
The units of this Section have come under increasingly heavy pressure in recent
years, particularly with the growth of television and the more frequent use of
satellite communications.

142. The International and Satellite Communications Unit handles the accreditation
of correspondents (550 accredited television, film and radio correspondents ini970,
representing organizations in over fifty States and territories), !/ t.he i.r' live
bookings, booth allocations and studio bookings, and is responsiple'l'or all
broadcasting traffic arrangements, including services__ going-by' satellite. In 1970
these comprised 1,100 international circuits, including outgoing correspondents'
despatches and United Nations Radio news bulletins 0 and also incoming United Nations
Radio reports. ±/ Satellite services are provided to those television organizations
in a position to pay the technical charges involved. In 1970 the United Nations
originated nineteen television satellite programmes for Europe and Asia with an
average of twelve countries covered by each transmission. In view of the volume
and complexity of the work of the Unit and the increasing role it will be called
upon to play as satellite development continues, the Administrative Management
Service recommended the strengthening of the International and Satellite
Communications Unit by the addition of a Facilities Officer (P-3). 'I'hi s post has
been established in 1971.

1~f3. Accredited correspondents and the producers of the United Nations' own
programmes are heavily' dependent on the film and recordings libraries maintained
by this Section. The Visual Materials Library has the care of large amounts of new
material (192,549 feet of film were added in 1970) which now includes the colour
film from production activities in the field and at Headquarters. In 1970, this
Library provided 98,000 feet ~ of selected film in response to 200 requests from
national producers~ this was in addition to the material supplied for United Nations
Television progrillffilles and films. The Audio Library similarly serves the constant
daily needs of the Radio Service for recordings of meetings ana events in the field
as well as at Head~uarters. It is in addition responsible for processing and

1/ This includes correspondents assigned to cover the twenty-fifth anniversary
commemorative session.

gj The sizable increase in footage requested from the Library over the
previous year is due in large measure to the events surrounding the t'wenty-fifth
anniversary of the United Nations.



despatching in good time an average of 750 radio programmes weekly to the
organizations in the l47 countries an0 territories which need to receive them
against regular deadlines. These small library units are separated in variol1s
parts of the building, and their consolidation in one location for gX'eater
efficiency is planned as soon as conditi.ons in the Headquarters building permit.

144. Attention should be drDMn to the cost of technical engineering services, which
are increasing statutorily according to tLe terms of the contractual agreement vIi th
B. Eichvald and Company. These engineering costs amounted to $630,000 in 1970,
aI.most 50 per cent of the total operating funds for the entire Radio and Visual
Services Division. Factors inherent in the contract between the United Nations
and B. Eichwald and Co., providing for the employment of engineers belonging to a
national un i on and containing a number of' clauses covering practical worldng
arrangements, limit the ability of the Division to use its operating funds in a
flexible manner.

145. Attention must also be drawn to the inadequacy of preser.t technical facilities
for production. The fast-growing demand for natural colour in all visual
productions has been a factor strongly affecting United Nations facilities and
services, whether in television, film or photographs. This development needs to
be taken into account in any planning. More costly than the present over-age
black-and-white equipment which it must replace, colour equipment can provide a
black-and-white picture, but the reverse is not possible.

146. United Nations Television has been enabled to undertake colour transmissions
through the availability of one electronic colour camera, which consumed the
entire teleco~nunications equipment provision in 1967, plus two additional colour
cameras and two video.-tape recorders purchased through special colour surcharges
to sUbscribing networks. This arrangement has provided only a minimal
capability and when Security Council or Gene~al Assembly meetings coincide there
is no electronic colour camera available for intervievs, corres-pondents l

despatches or satellite transmissions.

147. Besides the intrOduction of colour, the advent of communication satellites
has given stations everywhere, whatever their state of development, equal access
to the United Nations, provided that the OPT disposes of the requisite technical
facilities to meet these needs. Valuable experience has been gained in the
course of' providing television transmissions via satellite to Europe and the
Pacific on 125 occasions, including the visit of Pope Paul VI to the United Nations,
which involved very complicated arrangements. But the existing elec~ronic

equipment, which has been in use for periods far longer than the five years of
no!wal life span, has begun to break down.

148. A more realistic prograrr~e to keep this plant maintained properly, such as
those for other Headquarters equipment like elevators, furniture and carpets, will
have to be envisaged. For this purpose, the Secretary-General will submit to the
General Assembly at its twenty-sixth session a detailed report on this matter which
would include proposed additions to the present equipment based on prograMme
requirements and technological developments, as well as a long-range replacement
programme for the next five years.

149. In the context of providing the fullest possible direct access to radio and
visual information, it is relevant to cite the Secretary-General in his foreword
to the budget estimates for the financial year 1967 (A/6305):



"While I am we.lL awar-e of the need. to establish some Limit on experid.i ture
for pub l i c information activities 0 I would nevertheless cormiend to ~1~mber

States for their careful consideration the thought that the ceiling Imposed
should not be so restrictive as to prevent either adequate United Nations
coveraGe of the exapnding and important activities of the Organization or to
allow present facilities to become so obsolete that the United Nations is
unable to benefit as appropriate from the new and revolutionary technological
developments in mass communications m.edia."

(b) Radio Service

150. Services provided in radio, supplementing reports from correspondents of
national broadcasting organizations, consist of broadcasts by short vrave of
proc eedi n.js of meetings at Headquarters for rebroadcast or monitoring by national
organizations; live or one-way circuit of news bulletins in the five official
Languages and Arabic; and news bul.Le t i ns , news summaries, feature and documentary
programmes in thirty-three lBnGua~es to broadcasting organizations in
127 Membe r States and thiJ~ty-five other States and territories, which undertake to
broadcast them in their own services. As shcwn in the table in Annex 111,
broadcasting organizations in eighty-four States Clnd territories report regular
broadcasts of more than one United Nations radio programme weekly. Broadcasting
organizations, partiCUlarly those in developed areas, will be further encouraged
to undertake more of their own production of features and documentaries on the
United Nations so that more of the available resources may be used to extend
services for developing areas~ partiCUlarly where broadcasting has become the
:principal mass medium of news and information.

l5~. As a result of the continuing reappraisal of the effectiveness of services,
the fre~uency o~ news broadcasts was reduced in 1958 from daily to weekly
throughout the year except during General Assembly sessions, when daily
programming is maintained. Radio programme expenditures have since that time
been reduced from $315,000 a year to ~220,000, excluding engineering costs,
despite the considerable increase in the number of Member States to be served.
The addition of further short-wave news services would be considered only in
response to specific demand for relay purposes.

152. For short-wave broadcasts of proceedings and of news summaries~ the United
Nations utilizes transmitters leased under preferential arrangements from France,
Switzerland, Italy and the United States. It should be recalled in this context
that, as early as February 1946, the General Assembly recognized that lYthe
United Nations cannot achieve the purposes for which it has been created unless
the peoples of the world are fully informed of its aiJ11s and activities"
(resolution 13 (1)), and that to fulfil this global mandate, the United Nations
"should also have its own radio broadcasting station or stations with the
necessary wavelengths, both for communication i<li th Hembers and with branch offices,
and for the origination of United Nations programmes" (ibid.). Under the present
arrangements, these broadcasts suffer from limited reliability and do not enable
the United Nations to achieve global informational and news coverage on a
universal and equal basis, but this will become technically feasible through the
use of connnunication satellites. Since 1963, meanwhile, facilities have been
obtained on transmitters with considerably greater power and effectiveness in
reaching parts of Africa, Europe, Latin America, the Middle East and parts of
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South··East Asia; nevertheless, coverage remains inadequate in East Africa, parts of
Europe and most of Asia. Hherever transmissions are technically s at i s fac't ory ,
however, there is evidence that the availability of these broadcasts is ]~nown and
that they are utilized not only by broadcasting services but also by news agencies
end ne'l-TSpapers. The reports vh i ch have been received indicate regular
rebroadcasts of the nevs summaries in fifteen, per-iod.i.c rebroadcasting in
twenty-seven countries and occasional use in some others. It is therefore
intended to maintain these broadcasts and to continue to publicize their existence
pend'inz the outcome of present developments in s atellite communi.cati ons .

153. The Central Programme Section is responsible for research and preparation of
documentary features in direct support of decisions of the principal United Nations
or,?;1.3Ds. The editorial content of the news bulletins and summar i es , which are
rrroadcas t in various Lancuages , is the responsibility of the Radio and Visual News

154. The language and/or regional sections in the Division are responsible for
maintaining constant liaison with the national radio and television organizations
and for responding to regional service and lanRuage reQuirements. These sections,
however, are manned by one, two or three Professional officers with responsibility
for very large a.reas (for example: Africa, the Arabic-speaking region, Asia,
the Spanish and Pcr-tugueae-cspeaking areas) an cl, they are r-equir ed not only to keep
in touch vith national or,ganizations but to oversee the production of the
programmes and materials required. These sections serving the regions are
administratively within the Radio Service but recruitment efforts in recent years
have been directed so far as possible toward filling any vacancies as they arise
with officers having professional television experience.

(c) Visual Service

(i) Television and Film Section

155. During the past twenty years the rapid growth of television as a dominant
mass medium of communications has been reflected in a shift of priorities within
the Division. Film and television~ hitherto separate services, were consolidated
into one section, in 1958, to permit the maximum flexibility in the use of personnel
and technical resources. Thus, on the production side, both television and films
use the same camera crews, editing facilities and library materials; on the
distribution side, television programmes and documentary films are used
interchungeably for telecasting and group showings. To keep pace with current
developments in the mass media, another shift in priorities has occurred: 35 ~n.

coverage in black and white has been abandoned in favour of 16 mm. colour filming,
which is required today for television and for educational and group audiences. At
the same time, the Television and Film Section has been built up on a basis
intended to recover out-of-pocket expenses beyond the regular establishment of
engineers and the nucleus of United Nations staff.

156. Emphasis is placed by the Section on furnishing materials and facilities to
national organizations .for their own production and programming. This is
accomplished by providing direct access to United Nations proceedings via line-feeds
and satellites. Newsreel summaries, edited or semi-edited, are also distributed
to virtually all television stations through the two international newsreel
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agencies which thus recieve a balanced and objective news service. Production
facilities and film excerpts are also made available to correspondents for their
own despatches. As a supplement to programmes on the United Nations produced by
national television stations, the Television and Film Section also produces and
distributes its own documentaries through contractual arrangements with subscribing
organizations.

157. At its inception some twenty years ago, television as a mass ~ediu~ was
confined to a few .leve.Ioped countries whose national broadcaat i nr; or.n;anizations were
both willing and able to 11ay enough for United Nations television programmes and
facilities to make it a viable service. Now that television is established in
127 countries and territories with a combined total of 250 million sets, the
situation bears some re-examination if developing television organizations are
not to be discriminated. against in a de facto sense. In 1957, the report of the
Expert Committee on United Nations Public Information (A/3928) estimated that
"the revenue from "North America comprises 95 per cent of the total revenue and has
been sufficient to make television a viable operation on virtually a year--round
basis". The corollary of the need to obtain revenue, however, is that services
are provided, and programmes designed, to ensure that their costs arc repaid from
developed countries that can afford them. This, in turn, means that there are
national television organizations in many developing countries that want and need
these services but are denied access to them because they cannot afford to pay
even the minimum share of costs.

158. The United Nations now, broadly speaking, has two alternatives in determining
the conduct of its television operation. One is to retain the self-financing
factor on which United Nations Television has so far been built, with user
organizations being required to pay for television services in proportion to the
number of television sets in their area. The other alternative is to put
television on a budgeted basis similar to that established for press and radio
services that are made available to users free of charge. There is a compromise
step between these two extremes: to continue to seek revenue from users in
developed countries willing to pay for services while at the same time providing
material free of charge, subject to budgetary possibilities, to developing
television organizations that cannot afford to pay for them. The Secretary-General
proposes to adopt, at this time, the compromise solution.

159. This solution would permit the United Nations to continue to make available to
world-wide television audiences the unique programmes on the aims and the
functions of the United Nations family of organizations in the political, economic
and social and human rights field: as well as to respond to tbe General Assembly
resolutions calling for special informational support for the struggle against
a~artheid and racial discrimination and for decolonization, etc. Experience has
shown that national television organizations tend to rely on United Nations
initiatives in this field.

160. For a relatively modest cost these programFJes and films could be produced in
Spani sh , French and Arabic for free distribution to television stations in
Latin America, Africa, Asia and the Middle East. They could also be mad.e available
for educational and group showings of non-governmental organizations through
the established distribution libraries.
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(ii) Photographs and Exhibits Section

161. The Photographs and Exhibits Section obtains photographic coverage of meetings
and events at Headquarters and of conferences and activities in the field in order
to maintain a quantitatively limited but substantively and geographically
widespread coverage of the work of the Organization. In response to increasing
demands from outside publishers for colour photographs, a representative proportion
of the coverage is carried out in colour and is made available at cost. These
materials are provided through the Photographs Library at Headquarters and through
the information centres.

162. This activity has been moderately increased over the past ten years as a
result of the need to cover the increased activities of the Organization and to
make copies of photographs available to the larger number of United Nations
information centres. A second full-time staff photographer has been provided in
recent years and the laboratory staff has been slightly strengthened to deal with
the increased volume of work. This strengthening was partly achieved by
discontinuing the production of new filmstrips at the time when the demand for
filmstrips required their future production in colour, with increased staff and
expenditure.

163. This Section also provides annually limited materials for display purposes,
namely 10,000 to 12,000 copies each of three printed wallsheets and 17,500 copies
of the photo display set. These visuals are produced in three languages (English)
French and Spanish) and in blank versions for overprinting in local languages. For
the photo display set this amounts to some thirty-eight languages: wallsheets vary
depending upon subject-matter. These materials meet a widespread general demand
for display purposes -. except that when they are produced in black and white they
suffer by comparison with materials in full natural colour, including those
available to non-governrnental organizations from other sources.

164. The production of posters was discontinued in 1958. The activity in this
field is limited to producing suggested designs for posters in connexion with
particular occasions, such as t.he International Year for Human Rights, which ax'e
provided by this Service to assist national, governmental and non-governmental
organizations in reproducing their own posters. No increase in this activity- is
envisaged.

165. This Section also continues to provide at a much reduced level some elements
for inclusion in displays at international exhibitions. The production of
multiple" small self-contai.ned mobile exhibits was discontinued in 1959 for
budgetary reasons. Since that time, only minimal quantities of photographic
enlargements have been produced in response to the most pressing demands, and
directors of United Nations information centres have had to depend on their own
resourcefulness in mounting small displays on United Nations activities at
appropriate international exhibitions. Accordingly, the Secretary·-General considers
it desirable to utilize lilTlited quantities of the self-contained exhibits, for vhich
minimal funds will be requested within the over-all operational requirements of
OPI.

166. As in the case of all visual production, the demand for natural
graphic productions, magazines, books, etc.) is increasingly strong.
output of photographs, as noted in paragraph 161 above, a proportion
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being . shot in colour and an experinental capability has been built up in order
to produce such materials as can be economically processed internally. Outside
contractors are used for occasional quantity work. As the denand is increasing,
it.is proposed. to carry out a slight expansion of the present experimental colour
laboratory to improve its efficiency ::md thus augment its very limited colour
production.

IV. EXTERNAL RELATIONS DIVISION

167. The responsibilities of the Lxternal Relations Division are essentially
outward-oriented and can be crouped in two main categories~ (a) through a
i·TOrld··wide net.work of United Hations information centres, the Division extends the
worh of the United Nations Office of Public Information in all media to Hember
States and areas away from Headquarters; and (b) both at Headquarters and in the
field, it provides information services to the general public c. educational
institutions, and other official and non-governmerrta.l organizations.

168. To carry out these responsibilities, the External Relations Division 1S at
present organized as follows: the Office of the Director of the Division; various
services') sections or units at Headquarters; and information centres or services in
t he field. By far the ::sreater part of the Division 9 s resources in manpower is
as signed to the information centres abroad, leaving only a minimum nucleus of
Professional staff to carry out essential functions at Headquarters.

Office of the Director

169. The Office of the Director, ivhich consists of the Director of the Division
and a Deputy Director plus General Service staff, carries out the over-all
supervision and policy planninp, of the Division's work. Responsible directly to
the Assistant Secretary-··General, the Office of the Director also co-ordinates the
Division i s prO'~raJilmeS 'Id thin the total programme of the Office of Public
Information through daily meet Ings with t he Assistant Secretary-General and the
directors of the other OPI divisions.

Information Centres Service

170. As one of the two principal services of the External Relations Division, this
office is responsible for the over-all operation of the network of fifty-one
United Nations information centres and services located throughout the world. Its
headquarters establishment consists of the two sec t i ona described in the par-agr-aphs
'be.Low 0

171. This Section is responsible for the co-or-di.nat i.on of operational requirements
for United Nations information centres and the overall planning of their
substantive progrmlooes o It deals with policy matters affectin~ the work of the



centres and acts as a channel of communication oetween the centres and departments
and offices at Headquar-t er-s , Arrangements for the establishment of new centres
are also the responsibility of this Section. In this connexion~ it is responsiole
for correspondence or consultation betveen l1ember States and the Secretary-General)
as well as liaison between OPI and the Office of the Secretary~General and
betveen OPI and the Field Operations Service of the Office of General Services.
The Section also co<ordinates the needs of the centres with media divisions of the
OPI and with substantive departments of the Secretariat.

172, This Section is responsible for sending substantive information material from
Headquarters to all United Nations information centres and similar offices in the
field and for handling information comine into United Nations Headquarters from
the centres, It keeps centres fully and promptly informed of United Nations news
and activities for local redissemination. The Section covers all United Nations
subjects ranging from major international political issues to matters chiefly of
regional or national interest, and it serves as the main channel to centres for
information material produced at Headquarters. It also provides centres with
background information and guidance, In doing this, the Section works closely with
other OPI services as well as with substantive offices of the Secretariat" v.Jhen
possible, special material in English) French and Spanish is produced by this office
to meet the needs of the centres for which no provision is otherwise made. Daily
distribution of information material and United Nations documentation is done by
the Section, with individual attention given to the particular reQuirements of
each centre with regard to sUbject-matter; languages and quantities needed, and the
fastest means of transmission consistent with due regard for economy. Reports
from centres on local editorial or official comment about matters of interest to
the United Nations, which are received regularly by pouch and cable, are processed
and distriouted to appropriate offices at Headquarters and elsewhere. The
Information Support Section supplies public information material, under special
arrangements) to a number of United lTations Development Prograrnme resident
representatives in countries without United Nations information centres and
supervises the distribution of United Nations information material to the Trust
and Non-·Self·-Governine; Territories. It also carries out certain monitoring
functions relating to the Fr-ench-Language press,

173, The Non~Governmental Organizations Section and the Educational Liaison
Section, both of which report directly to the Office of the Director of the
Division, also work actively through the network of information centres.

~~on-G~yer~~E~a~Organizations Section

174, This Section maintains liaison with the non-goverrunental organization
representatives listed with the Office of Public Information and assists them in
promoting wider public knowledge and understanding of the United Nations. The
Section also gives guidance to the information centres on co-oper-at i on with non-
governmental organizations in their area. Facilities are provided at Headquarters
for some 210 organizations, sdxt.y-five of them international, Services include
the use of a lounge where United Nations information material and documentation
are made available to the non-government a.L organizations on a daily basis, vleekly
briefings by officers of United Nations committees and by senior Secretariat and
specialized agency staff are arranged to provide background information on current



issues. The briefings culminate in an annual conference to consider ways in which
non-governmental organizations can further help develop pUblic understanding and
support for specific United Nations activities, particularly in the economic" social
and human rights fields. The Section also works with individual organizations on
their information progralnmes.

175. One effective way of developing regional NGO activities is through periodic
regional and sUbregional conferences. In this connexion. an important initiative
was taken by the Office of Public Information in February 1970, when the first
regional HGO conference for Africa was held in Addis Ababa in co-oper-at i on with
the Econonlic Commission for Africa. The conference was held simultaneously with
the second African Editors' Roundtable in order to permit joint briefings by
high-ranking officials. The success of tb.is experiment has prompted the Office of
Public Information to propose similar conferences for other regions. Such
conferences can be expected to improve the flow of information on United Nations
activities, particularly in the economic, social and human rights fields; lead
to increased interest anlong national organizations in United Nations programmes;
and open up new channels of communication.

176. There is a growing realization in the United Nations of the need to work more
closely than in the past wi.t.h nori-gover-nment.al. organizations. This realization is
reflected in the increasing nunber of resolutions of the General Assembly and the
Economic and Social Council which seek more co-operat i on from non-governmerrtal,
organizations.

177. The relationship of the Office of Public Information with non-governmental
organizations has in recent years been lirrlited in large measure to the provision
of public information material. However j both the need and the possibility exist
today of a much broader and more dynamic approach to the potential represented by
the non-governmental organizations in spreadinc: information about the United
Nations throughout the world and in building support for it at the "grass roots
level. Steps to this end can be taken both at Headquarters and in the field.

178. At Headquarters, there is need for a more active programme of personaJ. contact
and f'ol Low-up with individual organizations in order to assist them in developing
information proerammes relating to the United Nations. Organizations with a common
interest in specific major issues - such as peace and international security,
trade and aid, the Second Development Decade, the human environment and human
right s - can be encouraged to form worldng groups on these topic s . These could
provide useful forums for an exchange of views and ideas, not only among
non-governmental organizations themselves but with interested United Nations
agencies and officials. At the same time, more material specifically geared to the
needs of non-government.aL organizations could be developed in order to encourage
further non-government a.l organization initiatives. For example, community action
guides, such as those produced for the International Year for Human Rights, could
be provided to non-governmental organizations suggesting specific action by them
in support of various activities and interests of the United Nations such as
economic and social development, refugee programmes or anti ..apartheid activities.

179. In the field, both the need and the possibility exist for a much more active
enlistment of the c o..operation of nat i ona.L non-gover'nmerrt.al, orgarri aat.Lons , as
reco~nended in Economic and Social Council resolution 1297 (XLIV) of 27 May 1968.
Experience has shown that working with national organizations can be as productive
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as working "ith international organizations ~ since it is often the national
affiliate that reaches the individual and is best equipped to make an impact on the
organization1s real constituency.

Educational Liaison Section--,------ _.
180, The function of the Educational Liaison Section is to stimulate further
interest and action in teaching about the United Nations and its related agencies
in Member States, This Section is also responsible for the planning and
co-or-diriat i on of observances of United Nations Day, In doing this, the Section
organizes fellowships and seminars, conducts interne programmes and carries out
liaison activities with educational authorities and institutions of Member States,
both directly from Headquarters and through United Nations information centres
and services in the field,

181, The substantive work of this Section involves continuous and close
collaboration with the specialized agencies, particularly UNESCO, and also with
national and international norr-gover-nmerrt a.L organizations, such as United Nations
Associatons and teachers' federations, which are actively engaged in educational
programmes on the United Nations in schools and among adult groups, In addition,
the Section is responsible, jointly with UNESCO, for the planning, writing and
presentation of the comprehensive periodic reports on Teaching ,~bout the 1!nited
Nations in Hember states requested by the Economic and Social Council to be made
every-iive-years by the-·Secretary--General of the United Nations in collaboration
with the Director·-General of UNESCO, Confirming the interest which Member States
attach to this vor-k , the Economic and Social Council, at its 1678th meeting, held
on lL~ May 19'70, requested that a further such report on this subj ect should be
submitted to the Council in 1975,

182, Information from Member States indicates that, although teaching about the
United Nations has increased in many countries over the past twenty years,
particularly in secondary schools, much more still remains to be done, In
primary and secondary schools, two main obstacles impede further progress: (a) the
lack of suitable teaching materials, and (b) the lack of adequate preparation of
teachers in this field, In addition, the llneven provision of opportunities for
effective study of the United Nations in colleges and universities in many countries
constitutes a further gap , Heanwhile, the potential for further action in this
field is given a new emphasis by the vast and unprecedented expansion of
educational facilities and school enrolment now t alri.ng place in countries tihroughout
the vror-td .

183, '1'0 help Member States overcome the lack of suitable materials for use in
teaching abcut the United Nations, an existing OPI fellowship programme has, since
1965, been redesigned to enable persons responsible for the preparation of
textbooks and other teaching aids in the developing countries to observe and study
the work of the United Nations at first hand while assisting them to secure the
necessary background information to develop teaching materials in terms of their
own idioms and needs. Thus, a series of three seminars for textbook writers
was held in 1965,1966 and 1967, organized on a language basis, and attended by a
total for the three seminars of forty--three participants. As a result, h1enty-two
textbooks and other teaching aids totalling over 3 million copies have been
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issued in r1ember States, written oy these participants and published at no cost
to the United ITations, Other titles are in the process of publication and
additional manuscripts are still in the writing stage, Starting in 1968, a
similar series of three seminars, also organized on a language basis, wa.s initiated
for persons working in the field of educational broadcasting, These seminars are
proving equally productive.

184, For the conduct of its fellowship programme, the Office of Public Information
has been receiving an annual allocation of some $20,000. However, in view of the
demonstrated effectiveness of the educat.Lori-or i errt ed information progranme s
followed since 1965~ it is proposed to expand the number of fellowships to be
awarded each year beginning in 1973 and to provide for the services of well
qualified consultants on a short-term basis to assist in conducting the seminars.

185, Further; to assist Member- States to overcome the lack of adequate t.eac her»
preparation in this field, particular attention is devoted both by the Educational
Liaison Section of OPI at Headquarters and by the United Nations information
centres to the provision of information materials and services to national and
regional seminars for teachers on the purposes and wor-k of the United Nations_
working in close collaboration with national ministries of education" UITESCO,
teachers' organizations, and the World Federation of United Nations Associations,
It is intended that the present level of activity in this field be increased, This
1ffirk could also be strenGthened by the provision of some funds to cover the travel
of a member of the OPI staff to locations where these seminars are held,

.~nt_ern~-p!-o~ramm~

186. In th~ field of higher education, two parallel interne programmes for
university students specializing in fields of wort related to the Unitec1 Nations
have been conducted by the Office of Public Information during the sumnler ~ one
at Headquarters, since 1955, and the other at Geneva, since 1961. The Geneva
programme, which comprises briefings and attendance at the Sllinmer session of the
Economic and Social Council, is attended by approximately 100 participants each
year. The New Yor-k programme, vtri ch features work assignments of the internes to
the substantive departments of the Secretariat relevant to their training and
interest, is attended by about fifty students each year, The conduct of these
programmes in Nev York and Geneva involves no cost to the Organization., as the
participating students either pay their own travel and subsistence expenses or are
subsidized by their Governments or by the educational institutions to which they
belong~ this programme has proved to be of manifest value and will be continued,

Public Services

187, Relations with the general public are maintained by Public Services, which
is the other of the Division's two principal services, Public Services consists of
a Public Inquiries Unit and a Visitors Section, which in turn is made up of a Group
Programme Unit, an Amninistrative Unit and a Guided Tours Unit with its related
dispatchers and guides. The information functions of these activities are aimed
at reachin~ all segments of the public, including individuals, groups, institutions
and organizations" that are interested in the aims and activities of the United
Nat i ons ,



188. 'I'h'is Section serves the general public at Headquart er s by providing guided
tours for visitors, briefings and related prograxmles tor visiting groups. It
also makes arrangements :tor United Nations officials to fill speaking engagements
to various groups in the United States and Canada. The Visitors Section has a
special status for budgetary purposes, since it is a revenue..producing activity
deriving its income from fees charged for the guided tours. Its three component
units are described below,

G~ided Tours Unit

189. A year-round average force of some eighty guides and dispatchers are trained
and organized by this Unit to provide one~hour guided tours of the United Nations
Headquarters buildings for the visiting pUblic. The guides are briefed daily and
kept up to date with all significant United Nations developments to enable them
to ans,ver the questions of visitors, In a normal year about 1 million visitors
take the guided tour, and the number of visitors taking the tour on a single day
has run as high as 6,800,

190, This Unit of the Visitors Section, whose activities are closely linked to the
guided tours, takes care of organized groups visiting United Nations Headquarters
by a.rranginp; programmes which include the guided tour, briefings or lectures by
United Nations spealcers , and attendance at United Nations meetings. Arrangements
are also made by this Unit for United Nations officials to address various groups
throughout ~orth America at no cost to the Organization, Such briefings and
speeches can help to clear up misunderstandings or misconceptions as well as to
provide selected information for specific audiences.

Administrative Unit

191. Since the Visitors Section operates on revenue produced by the guided tours,
special administrative responsibilities devolve upon this Unit. Another factor
,Thich is peculiar to the administration of the Section is the necessarily high
turnover of personnel among the guides, whose total length of service is limited,
requirino; the recruitment and training of new "c.l.aases I; of guides on a regular
basis.

Public Inquiries Unit

192. The other component of Public Services whose costs are not charged to the
revenue from the Visitors Section but are carried against the regular OPI budget
is the Public Inquiries Unit,

193, The ~rowing dimensions and complexity of the United Nations work have made
it more difficult to cover in a one-hour tour lecture, so visitors are increasingly
being referred at the end of the tour to the Public Inquiries Unit for more
detailed information, However, most of the inquiries handled by this Unit
(averagin~ 7,000 monthly) are in the form of correspondence, Increasing interest
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is shown in economic development, and there have been more requests in recent
years from businessmen and professional organizations, possibly stimulated by
United Nations conferences on such subjects as atomic energy, petroleum, trade and
industrial development.

194. In the academic field, the Public Inquiries Unit supplies information
materials and guidance for a considerable number of model United Nations
conferences organized every year by university and high--school students, often
providing keynote speakers from the Secretariat. It also meets requests from
writers of books, articles and academic theses and dissertations for information
about the United Nations. When necessary, qualified requests for specialized
information are referred to the appropriate services of OPI or substantive offices
of the Secretariat.

(b) Services in the field

195. One of the first specific recommendations of the "Bas i c principles underlying
the pUblic information activities of the United Nationst! approved by the General
Assembly in resolution 595 (VI) of 4 February 1952, reads:

'IIn order to ensure that peoples in all parts of the world receive
as full information as possible about the United Nations, the Department of
Public Information should establish and maintain a system of Information
Centres on an adequate regional and/or linguistic basis with due regard to
actual varying needs ;"

196. In subsequent years, the General Assembly adopted a number of further
resolutions laying down additional guidelines and directives for the establishment
of United Nations information centres and their staffing. Among these were
resolutions 1086 (XI), 1335 (XIII), 1405 (XIV), 1538 (XV), 1558 (XV) and
1607 (XV). The present network of United Nations information centres embodies
the response of the Office of Public Information to these directives, in terms
both of the geographical areas covered and of their staffing and management.

197. The results of the General Assembly's continued interest in the use of United
Nations information centres as an essential part of the work of the Office of
Public Information are apparent in the pattern of- growth of the centres - of their
number and of the areas they serve. In 1946 there were only 2 centres, serving
6 Member States. In 1952, the year in which the General Assembly approved the
"Bas i c pr Incdp.l.es" cited above, there vere 18, serving 50 countries. By 1955
there were 23, serving 58 countries o and now there are 51, serving 103 countries.

198. Much of this expansion has resulted from the policy of consolidating
information services, wherever possible, with other offices of the United Nations
family in the field, in conformity with the letter and intent of General Assembly
resolution 1086 (XI). This recommended that the Secretary-General should

"keep the structure of the information centres under constant review and ...
renew his efforts to co-ordinate the information services of the United
Nations with those of the specialized agencies in order to avoid duplication
of work and to make it possible - by means of savings which may be made in
other sections of the budget without prejudice to existing services, or by
other administrative means within the competence of the Secretary· General ...
to set aside funds for the progressive establishment of the necessary
information centres in new Hember States",
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199. In carrying out this policy, the Office of Public Information has SQught 3

wherever conditions permitted and the situation warranted, the opening of new
information centres with the collaboration first of the Technical Assistance
Board, then with the Special Fund and now with the United Nations Development
Progralume. Under such arrangements, resident representatives in selected areas
were named directors of the information centres, and locally recruited information
staff was provided to them for the purpose of undertaking additional functions in
the field of information. Of the present 51 information centres and services, 11
are being maintained under this collaborative arrangement.

200. A typical United Nations information centre is a microcosm of all the main
functions of the Office of Public Information itself, extending to its own locality
services in the fields of press, pUblications, radio, television, films, graphics
and exhibitions, pUblic liaison and reference. Backed by pertinent services from
Headquarters, centre directors are able to establish direct contacts with
representatives of the local press, broadcasting organizations and other information
media, with educational and governmental officials, and with non-governmental
organizations to enlist their aid toward bringing about \l an informed understanding
of the work and purposes of the Organi zation among the peoples of the worLd".

201. Centres maintain reference libraries of United Nations pUblications and
documentation and reply to pUblic inquiries about United Nations affairs. They also
encourage the outside translation and pUblication of pamphlets and other literature
on the aims and activities of the United Nations. Every year they are active in
promoting and assisting in the world-wide observance of such anniversaries as United
Nations Day and Hmnan Rights Day.

202. An operating difficulty which has become acute in recent years concerns the
availability of senior posts for assignment to certain information centres. The
Secretary-General believes that there are a number of centres which, in terms of
the responsibilities involved, warrant the upgrading of certain posts. In the
light of the findings to be submitted to him by the Admin i sta-at.Lve Management Service
in the near future, the Secretary-General will formulate recommendations in this
regard to the General Assembly at the twenty-sixth session.

203. It is in line with the directives of the General Assembly, as well as
manifestly desirable from the point of view of economy, that further extension of
the system of information centres should be accommodated, as far as possible, within
the arrangements described in paragraph 198 above. To this end, the Secretary
General proposes to' examine the possibilities of a further consolidation of United
Nations information resources in the field, not only with UNDP and UNICEF but with
the specialized agencies. There are, however, some limitations of a practical
nature that need to be considered in instituting further efforts in this direction.

204. The information centres that are already in existence have clearly
demonstrated their value as local outposts of the Office of Public Information.
However, the efficiency and effectiveness of information centres clearly depend
not only upon the quality and calibre of the Professional staff assigned to direct
them, but upon the quality and quantity of supporting services and resources that
can be provided to them. Inadequate manpower or budgetary support severely limits
the usefulness of information centres, and this limitation is not counterbalanced
by the psychological or political value that might be regarded as deriving from
the spreading of information centres over still larger areas of the world.
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Clearly, in the li~ht of this consideration, the desirability of havine United
ND.tions information services aVElil~ble in I1S lJ1'::tny countri8s as possible needs to be
balanced against the need for consolidating and concentratinf, resources in the
field and at Headquarters. This consideration is also raised by the Committee of
Seven in its report to the Secretary-General (A/7359~ 27 November 1968), to which
reference will be made later.

205. Another limitation upon a further increase in the number of United Nations
information centres beyond present immediate plans, even throuch the consolidation
of services with other m~mbers of the United Nations family as discussed above,
arises from the necessarily separate, even though parallel, terms of reference for
the individual members of the United Nations family. The UNDP, UNICEF 2nd the
specialized agenci~s arc ensaeed in activities of a technical character, centrinc
in and around the field of economic and social development. This specialization
understandably limits their involvement and concern to areas which, from the
United Nations standpoint~ necessarily constitute only a part - even though a very
important onc - of its own range of activity and interest.

206. Given the above considerations, the Secretary-General believes that a
solution to the problem of providing larger and more effective information services
in the field to each and every l1cmber State of the United Nations - services which
themselves can only be regarded as being of cardinal importance - lies in a
tvofold approach: (a) an extension of the present reference library system and
(b) the establishment of regional production bureaux to support, supplement and
consolid<1te the United Nations information centres. These tuo proposals are
examined below.

Reference libraries

207. One function common to all United Nations information centres, large or small,
is maintaining reference libraries of United Nations press releases, important
documentation and selected pUblications of OPI and of substantive departments of
the Secretariat. These libraries represent partiCUlarly in developinG countries
an important or sometimes the only local source of relatively complete and current
inforulation on the aims and activities of the United Nations accessible to the
pUblic.

208. Although there are only 51 infornlation centres for a total of 127 United Nations
Hember States, the process of "r-egione.lLzat i on" of the centres' areas of
responsibili ty has spread the services of the existing centres to 103 Hember States
in addition to certain other countries and territories. (The other 24 United Nations
iAember States 1/ are served directly from Headquarters for geographical, linguistic
and other reasons.) This means that 52 ~1ember States are now served by centres
which are not actually located within their borders. Nearly all these States are,
however, hosts to UNDP or some other United Nations representation.

1/ Botswana, Canada, Central African Republic, Chad, China, Dahomey,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Haiti, Indonesia, Ivory Coast, Lesotho, Maldives, Mali,
Mauritania, Mauritius, Mongolia, Niger, People's Democratic RepUblic of Yemen,
People's RepUblic of the Congo, Somalia, South Africa, Swaziland, and Upper Volta.
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209. If, in any of the 52 countries under consideration~ the local representatives
of UNDP or another United Nations - affiliated agency were to provide the
necessary physical facilities in their offices~ it would not be prohibitively
expensive for the United Nations information centre serving that country to
appoint and train a locally recruited staff member to maintain at least a modest
reference library with material supplied through the centre. In nearly all such
cases, by the very nature of the considerations which governed the centres'
regionalization. linguistic and communications problems would be minimal, and the
additional burden on the centres could be largely absorbed by increased supplies
frOIn Headquarters or the use of modern duplicating equipment now available at
moderate cost.

210. The establishment of such United Nations reference libraries could begin
ilnmediately in a number of countries where the needs are greatest and the
necessary conditions permit. There is no reason~ however, why similar libraries
cannot eventually be established in all Member States where any kind of United
Nations office exists.

211. As a beginning, arrangements could be made with existing libraries,
particUlarly university or college libraries, in Aember States where there are
no depository libraries (see below), for the maintenance of selective documentary
reference collections vrhich would supplement their existing collections and
possibly be available for use by a 'larger segment of the interested pUblic. This
would not constitute the designation of the library as a depository.

212. There are at present a total of SODle 340 United Nations depository libraries
throughout the world which, by arrangement with the United Nations, receive
regularly a supply of documentation and pUblications which they undertake to
keep in good order and to make available to the pUblic, free of charge, at
reasonable hours.

213. A closer coo-operation is proposed between information centres and depository
libraries. Although they all eventually receive the same basic material from
Headquarters, the centres have the advantage of receiving by air pouch or cable
more current material for pUblic information purposes, such as press releases,
radio and visual material, and selected documents and pUblications. This
material, after it has served its initial purpose in a centreis reference library,
is often a valuable supplement to a depository library's more permanent collection
for scholarly use. Since there are many more depository libraries than centres,
the possibility should be considered of establishing, \vith the aid of the centres,
a nm,mer of additional United Nations reference libraries through the facilities
of existing depository libraries, especially in those countries where no centre
is located.

214. It is proposed, as a practical approach, that directors of United Nations
information centres and services be fully briefed on this idea and be requested
to make whatever arrangements they can with United Nations depository libraries
in their regions in order to carry it out.
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~egional production bureau

215. While the extension of the reference litrary system through the procedures
discussed above would result in a notable and valuable augmentation of the
existing supply of basic information on the United Nations to countries at present
not receiving it j this basic service needs to be supplemented by some new
functional arrangement in the field, which would have a more active connotation.

216. To this end j the Secretary-General is prepared, as an experimental measure,
to seek the strengthening and consolidation of the present system of United
Nations in~ormation centres through the establishment of a regional production
bureau for Africa, with Addis Ababa as the base of operations. Should the
General Assembly approve this programme. the necessary staff required for the
experiment would be financed from temporary assistance funds. If the experiment
p~oves successful" its extension to other developing regions - Asia, the Middle
East and Latin America - would be considered.

217. Stationed at Addis Ababa would be a small but carefully selected and highly
integrated staff of professional information officers specializing in the various
media, such as press and pUblications activities, radio and visual programming j

and non-governmental and educational liaison functions.

218. Each member of the bureau would have two specific sets of responsibilities:
one pertaining to his individual area of specialization, and the other to the
collective conduct by the bureau as a whole of its planned and concerted
information programmes. Individually, it would be the responsibility of each
"media'; officer, within his particular area of specialization, to: (a) encourage
and assist in the production, by national information media of his region, of
material and programnes on subjects related to the United Nations; (b) prepare
information material on sUbjects of regional interest for use by national
information outlets; and (c) provide a "f'eedback" service of coverage from the
field to Headquarters for use in OPI's central output. This specialized activity
by individual information officers functioning on a regional basis would, in the
judgement of the Office of PUblic Information, provide the most economical means
of expanding United Nations information services in the field, wherever they
exist and of extending services to those large areas of the wor-Ld where there are
none at all.

219. An equally significant contribution towards the over-all aim of strengthening
the supply of information on United Nations activities to various parts of the
world could be rnade through the operation of the specialized members of the
regional production bureaQ working together as a team.

220. This aspect of the functions of the bureau would involve the undertaking by
it of a series of organized travels through the region, for a stated period of
time, at regulated intervals. Each visit by members of the bureau outside their
own base o~ operations would be carefully planned in advance~ in the closest
possible consultation not only with local United Nations offices and functionaries
but also, as far as pos s i ule , with the directorial managements of national
infor~mation outlets. The aim and objective of each such pre-planned and prepared
visit would be to secure the maximum information impact on the widest range of
SUbjects, through the largest number of outlets in each of the countries visited.
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221. Since the plans and detailed programmes for the visit will have been drawn
up in consultation and collaboration with governmental ministries,
non-governLlental organizations and local information outlets in each country
visited, the bureau would be enabled to play its own part in the prepared pr-ogr-amme
in a concerted and expeditious manner. According to the prepared progrmmne,
individual members of the team, working within their own special media, would
either collaborate with the national outlets involved in producing information for
and through them on United Nations activities, or where necessary, produce such
material themselves for direct local distribution.

222. It is envisaged that under such an arrangement it would be possible for the
bureau to draw local United Nations offices and functionaries into an active
participation in the information programme to the maximum extent possible. Also,
it is envisaged that in the planning and conduct of group visits, maximum use would
be made of information personnel of specialized agencies operating in the field,
through prior consultation and negotiation, in carrying out the agreed information
programme.

223. Also involved in the establishment of the proposed regional production bureau
would be the possible consolidation of some functions and integration of manpower
with the information staff presently at work at the seat of the Economic Commission
for Africa. The information service of the Commission would be maintained and
would continue to perform its functions, as at present. However, its staff would
function in close collaboration with the regional bureau. This arrangement will
have the functional advantage of keeping the number of new posts required for the
bureau to a minimum, without impairing the separate working of the existing
information service in Addis Ababa. Indeed the establishment of the regional
production bureau should help to strengthen the existing information service, which
has clearly demonstrated its value in promoting understanding and support for
regional economic and social development activities.

224. Structurally the bureau would consist of four Professional staff members with
the following grades and responsibilities:

One D-l, Director;
One p-4, Information Officer for Press and PUblications:
One p-4, Information Officer for Radio and Visual information;
One p-4, Information Officer for Education Liaison and

Non-Governmental Organizations.

225. Added to the above internationally recruited staff would be two local
Information Assistants and five local General Service staff. With reference to
the locally recruited Professionals, experience in the information centres has
shown that the rotation of this staff after two or three years of service has not
been effective and has not proved attractive to highly qualified candidates.
Accordingly, recruitment for this category of staff would be made on the same basis
of tenure as is applicable to the locally recruited staff in the centres. The
total costs, including Common Staff costs, for the proposed regional production
bureau would be abou·c $109,000 for the first year, and some $171,000 annually for
subsequent years (see annex 11).

226. Other requirements for the regional production bureau are detailed in annex rI.
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227. Given the existing situation where United Nations information does not reach
many areas of the world e f'f'ec't i veLy , and where it does not reach other areas of
the world at all, the establishment of regional production bureaux might offer
the most practical as well as the most economical method of correcting
deficiencies where they exist and of filling the void where there is at present
no information activity at all. The experiment in Africa will accordingly be
assessed in this light after a period of two years or so.

228. It might be recalled that the above conclusion and recommendation appears to
be in line with the thinking of the Committee of Seven in their report to the
Secretary-General of 27 November 1968 (A/7359). Commenting upon the need for the
widest possible dissenlination of "an accurate and obj ect Lve account of the
manf f'o.Ld activities of the United Nations LncLud.ing of course, its activities
in such important fields as the maintenance of international peace and security,
decolonization, economic and social development and human rights", the Committee
went on to say:

"it would seem to the Committee that serious thought should be given to the
possibility of regrouping and concentrating the information centres~ taking
into consideration regional~ subregional a~d other important characteristics
of an area. The Committee is aware, however, that communication and
transportation problems exist in various regions of the world, and that the
political sensitivities of Governments may, in reality, make it difficult
to establish regional or subregional information centres in which all the
United Nations efforts in public information overseas could be concentrated."

The Committee added:

"It seems desirable and practicable to pool some of the resources for
information activities on a regional rather than a national basis. For
example, it might be possible to translate and produce pamphlets and other
literature concernin~ the work of the United Nations more economically at
regional production centres. The same consideration might apply to the
production of visual aids. Consideration might also be given to a greater
use for pub.l i.c information purposes of resources already available at the
regional economic commissions ~ where extensive knowledge of the region has
been accumulated~ with a view to producing information material which takes
into greater account preoccupations and requirements of the region. 11

229. In advancing the proposal for the establishment of the regional production
bureaux, the Secretary-General feels it necessary to draw specific attention to
paragraph 223, which speaks of the proposed relationship of the new Bureau to the
existing information service in Addis Ababa.

230. Constitutionally and functionally, the information services of the various
regional economic commissions, while necessarily acting under the close and
continuing direction and supervision of the Executive Secretary of the Commission
form an intrinsic part of the over-all world-wide OPI operation. As stated
earlier, while concentratinG on the activities of the regional commissions, the
information services of these commissions also act as OPI information centres for
the countries where they are located. In some cases, as for example in Bangkok,
they are also responsible for serving - as general information centres - countries
other than those where they are situated.
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231. In this context, the Secretary-General also considers it necessary to draw
attention to the relationship between the Office of Public Information, as the duly
constituted information service of the United Nations as a whole, and the
information services of such parts of the Organization as UNCTAD and UNIDO.

232. When UNCTAD was established in 1964 an exchange of correspondence took place
between the then Under-Secretary for Public Information and the then
Secretary-General of UNCTAD, on the question of the establishment and the opsration
of information activity relating to the specific functions of UNCTAD. It was at
that time agreed that it was necessary to provide UNCTAD with two information
officers to deal specifically with the information requirements of UNCTAD in Geneva.
An arrangement similar to those with regional economic commissions was worked out
whereby OPI provided one staff member at the p.4 level from the OPI manning table
while another at the P.5 level was charged to the UNCTAD manning table. It was at
the same time explicitly agreed that both these information officers would function
as a part of OPI's European Information Service in Geneva, in order to maintain
the over-all OPI "umbreLl.a" over the UNCTAD information operations. It was agreed
that the maintenance of this umbrella was necessary, both constitutionally and in
functional terms.

233. In recent years, however, the functional as well as the constitutional
position relating to UNCTAD has become somewhat more obscure.

234. Similarly, while close and co-operative working relations have in practice
been maintained between OPI as a whole and the Information Service of UNIDO in
Vienna, no clear definition of the relationship between the two had been
established.

235. The same principle of uniformity which exists in the case of regional economic
commissions and which was, at least in the early years, acknowled~ed in the case
of UNCTAD, could usefully also be extended to UNIDO. Thus, the staff members
dealing wi th information activities in UNIDO must be treated as f'ormi.ng an inter:;ral
part of the over-all OPI operations. They would, as in the case of the regional
commissions, continue to concentrate, under the supervision and direction of the
Executive Director, on UNIDO activities, but would at the same time function as
members of OPI as a whole, thus providing Austria with an information centre
analogous to those in Bangkok, Santiago and Addis Ababa.

236. In order to clarify and underline this constitutional and functional link
between OPI at Headquarters and United Nations information activities in the field 
whether pertaining to the regional economic commissions or to UNCTAD and UNIDO -
it may be necessary to devise some way of reflecting this relationship more fully
and clearly in the budgetary estimates pertaining to the regional commissions,
UNCTAD and UNIDO respectively. How this purpose may best be achieved needs further
study and a recommendation will in due course be presented to the Advisory
Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions.

Regional meetin~s of centre directors

237. Until six years ago, funds were provided in the budget of the Office of Public
Information to bring to Headquarters every two years the centre directors from
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various parts of the world, for purposes of joint consultation and discussion among
themselves and with senior officials of the united Nations Secretariat. These
meetings were synchronized with those of the Consultative Comnrittee on Public
Information, thus permitting the development of a still wider range of contacts and
exchange of ideas. Apart from the usefulness of these meetings in terms of
planning, co-ordination and exchange of experience among centre directors, they
served to reduce the sense of isolation which inevitably afflicts outposted staff,
particularly those who haye been away from Headquarters for a number of years.
The Secretary-General believes that the reinstitution of such meetings, in some
form, is essential both in the interest of staff functions and of morale.

238. It is proposed that meetings of centre directors be organized in the future
on a rotating and regional basis, at the seat of each regional economic commission
in turn. These meetings would be attended by senior officials of the Office of
Public Information from Headquarters as well as by other officials directly
concerned with the activities of regional information centres, including of course
members of the proposed regional production bureaux.

239. The above recommendation received support from the Committee of Seven in
document A/7359 referred to above. In paragraph 43 of its report the Committee
said:

"Shortage of funds has also deprived the Directors of the existing
information centres of the opportunity for regular annual briefings at
Headquarters. In this situation, there may be advantage in convening,
perhaps on a yearly basis, a regional conference of information officers 
preferably at the seat of the regional economic commission - with the
Assistant Secretary-General for Public Information presiding or with other
appropriate information officers from Headquarters in attendance".

240. In addition to the annual regional meeting of centre directors, it is
necessary to reinstitute, at least on a five-yearly basis, a meeting of all centre
directors at United Nations Headquarters in New York. These meetings, to be
organized in conjunction with the opening of the regular sessions of the General
Assembly, would provide an opportunity for centre directors to confer with various
officials of the Office of Public Information, to reacquaint themselves with the
work of the Office at Headquarters, to meet key officials of the Secretariat, to
attend briefings and to be present at meetings of the General Assembly in plenary
and committee sessions. They would also enable the centre directors to meet and
make working contacts with members of delegations and permanent missions of Member
States.

241. At a cost of $70,000 (at 1971 prices) every five years, such "universal"
meetings of centre directors would greatly assist the Office of Public Information
in establishing, maintaining and developing its lines of communication with its
officers in the field, and also in developing a sense of common purpose among these
officers themselves. The deYelopment of this sense of identification in a universal
effol~ is considered to be both psychologically and functionally essential, even
if it is difficult to evaluate in any concrete terms.
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V. CENTRE FOR ECONOllIC AND SOCIAL INFORMATION

242. The General Assembly in resolution 2305 (XXII) stressed Y1the importance of
enlisting the support of world pUblic opinion in favour of the policies anQ
objectives to be pursued durinG the next decade l

; . In resolution 1357 (XLV) the
Economic and Social Council called for lithe formulation of a prop.;ramme of action,
as part of the international development strategy for the next development decade,
by which .... no~,ilization of pubLi.c opinion could. be achi eved". General Assembly
resolution 2567 (XXIV), which bore the title "Mobili zation of pub.l.ic opini.on'",
endorsed in general the activities being undertaken in support of the aims of the
Second United Nations Development Decade, and paragraph 84 of the International
Development Stratee;y adopted by the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session
refers to the mobilization of pUblic opinion in both developing and developed
countries as flan essential part of the work during the Decade l1

•

243. In September 1968, the Secretary-General, recognizing the need for expanded
information efforts, on a family-wide basis, in the field of economic and social
information, enlarged the ex'i s t i.ng Economic and Social Information Unit of the
Office of Public Information into a Division operating within the framework of OPI.
The Administrative Con@ittee on Co-ordination) takinG note of the newly established
Centre for Economic and Social Information, has given formal recognition and
endorsement to the Programme Committee of the Centre, which is chaired by the
Director of CESI and provides an opportunity to the information services of all
agencies to participate in the planning, financing and executing of information
proe;rammes in support of the objectives of the Decad.e. In February 1970, CESI was
experimentally transferred from OPI to operate as a common service within the
framework of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs. In reviewing the
results of this experience, the Secretary-General concluded that while CBSI should
revert, effective 1 January 1971, as a Division within the framework of OPI, it
nevertheless has to function on a somewhat different basis from the normal
functioning of OPI, in light both of its specific promotional and co-ordinating
responsibilities and of the fact that its operational progran®e, for the most part,
is funded from voluntary contributions.

244. In order to enable the Secretary-General to take a direct interest in the
formulation of appropriate policies and programmes for CESI, he has established an
interdepartmental committee consisting of the Under-Secretary-General for Economic
and Social Affairs, the Assistant Secretary-General of the Office of Public
Information, the Controller, the Assistant Secretary-General for Inter-Agency
Affairs, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD, the Executive Director of UNIDO, the
Executive Director of UNICEF, the Administrator of UNDP and the Secretary-General
of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment. In line with the
arrangements for similar interdepartmental committees, the Chef de Cabinet convenes
meetings of the Committee, which may take place as often as necessary and
ordinarily four times a year, to make recommendations to the Secretary-General on
issues before the CESI Progrffiame Committee, on which all the agencies of the family
may be represented.

245. Once the Secretariat's programme for information activity in the field of
economic and social development for a given period is approved by the
Secretary-General on the basis of the recommendations of the Interdepartmental
Committee, it is the responsibility of the Director of CESI to implement the
programme, in co-operation with the other Divisions of OPI and other concerned
officers in the Secretariat.
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21.1.6. At the present time, CESI is financed largely from voluntary funds made
available to the Secretary--General, for which the primary contributor at present is
the Netherlands, but vhi ch may be augm.ented t.hr-ough the contribution from other
countries of additional funds. This has already occurred in the case of Canada.

21~7. CBSI is responsible for:

(a) Assisting national Governments in the mobilization of pUblic opinion in
support of the aims and purposes of the Second Development Decade;

(0) The necessary liaison in this field I·,ithin the United Nations Secretariat,
1vith members of the United Nations system and legislative bodies and 1vith national
commissions; non-governmental organizations and other bodies and individuals at
the international, regional and national levels;

(c) The production of adequate and appropriate basic material to national
bodies and mediae

(d) The production, organization and dissemination to selected audiences of
developmental, economic and social information:

(e) The organization of seminars, lectures. symposia and similar activities
and the issuing of special publications and periodicals on development themes;

(f) Special programmes for education and the involvenent of youth in the
development proces s.

248. The performance of information activities for the various departments and
units of the United nations concerned ,vi th development is one of CESI' s main
concerns. It also acts as a co-or-dinat i.ng service for certain pubLi,c information
activities of the United Nations family in support of development; as directed by
the Interdepartmental Cornmi ttee. A major r-espons i'b i Li ty of CESI in this area is -(.,11e
production and dissemination of news·-feature-oriented material on the achievements
of the United Nations system in the economic and social fields.

249. Against this 'background , and with its restricted resources and the need for
co-ordinating its efforts with others concerned. CESI has paid partiCUlar attention
to programmes and projects in these four areas of impact:

(a) Ieaeership ilivolvement;

(b) I\~cdiQ involvement;

Cc) Youth Lr.voIveme rrt ;

(d) Educa't i.on.

250. Since CESI's concept is flexible, nev fields of impact may be added to the list
as they are identified and defined, while older ones may be redefined, lilodified or
abandoned in the light of experience. The pro~ramme items listed belovl may be
specific to 8, given field of impact, or they may have an iiacross-the-boardl1 effect.
For ease of description and to avoid repetition (since some activities support
programmes in several fields), they are taken up by type of activity.



National information commissions

251. In paragraph 5 of resolution 2567 (XXIV) on mobilization of public cps.ru.on ,
the General Assembly urges Governments to give consideration, in the light of their
individual circumstances, to the establishment of new national bodies designed to
mobilize pUblic opinion, or to strengthening existing ones. The same point was
made in paragraph 84 of the International Development Strategy. The Secretary-General
has noted with satisfaction that national commissions have been set up in a number
of countries, and has moved the reconstituted National Commissions Section of CESI
to Geneva since so many of the existing and currently planned national information
commissions are in Europe, as are a large number of specialized agencies.

Target Audience Data Bank

252. CESIis Target Audience Data Bank service could not only serve as a delivery
system to national commissions and in other areas, but could also provide key
lists and profiles of decision makers, media, organizations, educationists and
other specialists, etc.) as well as lists of meetings related to development
problems. It could identify audiences and provide facilities for analysing their
requirements in a way never before achieved in the United Nations system. A CESI
distribution list of approximately 26,000 names has been adapted for computer
application by the International Computing Centre (New York) .

CESI publications

253. A series of Executive Briefing Papers consisti.ng of studies on various aspects
of economic and social development is directed to influential leaders of opinion.
The papers are intended to contribute original thought on partiCUlar aspects of
development, or to synthesize clearly and concisely existing material on development
problems. PUblication in English, French and Spanish versions is assured by CESI.
Versions of a number of titles are being produced by Governments or national
institutions at their own expense in Danish, Dutch, German and Japanese; other
languages may be added.

254. CESI also has or will issue a number of other pUblications destined for special
purposes. They include the text of the strategy itself as adopted by the
General Assembly, a special edition of "Towards Accelerated Development" (the report
of the United Nations Committee for Development Planning), a history of twenty-five
years of United Nations technical assistance, an account of the devel.opment strategy
(including a discussion of the elements on which it is based and the role of the
members of the United Nations system in its formUlation) and a pamphlet pointing out
to a wide public the consequences of success or failure of the Second Development
Decade.

255. A concise information bulletin on the progress of development at all levels
will be distributed monthly, beginning in 1971, to parliamentarians, information
media, national and international information services, national information
commissions for the Second Development Decade, non-governmental organizations and
other interested institutions.
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Audio-visual material

256. CESI, in co--operation with the Radio and Visual Services Division, the World
Bank, UNESCO and the United Nations Development Programme, has organized the
production and release of a series of three hour-long television films on aspects
of development.

Meetings, symposia etc.

257. The first in a series of meetings of information officers of national
development departments with the information directors of the United Nations system
took place in 1970. There is also an interagency working party on education and
development. There are also planned a series of symposia on substantive aspects
of development, designed to involve opinion- and decision-makers in various
countries. The first took place in Boston on 27 May 1971, with a keynote address
by the Rt. Hon. Lester B. Pearson and a major address by the Secretary-General.

Field trips

258. These are essentially a device for making it possible for individuals selected
for their importance in their own countries to see the development process at work
in other countries. Many agencies in the United Nations family sponsor such trips.
particularly for media representatives; in the case of CESI, stress is placed on
increasing the insight of the participants. rather than on the coverage of projects
or the institutional publicity that may result.

259. A series of field trips for senior editors and media specialists. which was a
major component of the CESI programme in 1969. continued in 1970 with a tour by
six Asia-based correspondents to Manila on the occasion of an ECAFE/UNIDO
investment promotion meeting, and to see development projects in the Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand. The next tour for senior economic editors is being planned
for Asia in 1971.

260. The first youth study programme by a group of United States students, brought
together by the Student Coalition for Development (an organization which grew from
CESI initiatives in this field), took place in the summer of 1970 in Chile and
Bolivia. The returning participants devoted the autumn semester to reporting on
their experiences On campuses and in information media across North America. In
1971 a second United States study programme is expected to take place, and Japanese
students are organizing a similar programme in Asia with an information programme
through the fall and winter 1971-1972. It is felt that the involvement of youth in
the effort to mobilize pUblic opinion for the decade is of vital importance.
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D. SUMMARY

261. The following is a summary of the main conclusions reached and recommendations
made in the foregoing chapters of this report relating to the Office of Public
Information as a whole and to its four constituent divisions: Press and
Publications, Radio and Visual. External Relations and the Centre for Economic and
Social Information:

(i) The broad terms of reference established for the Office of Public
Information by the General Assembly in its resolution 13 (I) of 1946
continue to provide, even in the changed conditions of today, a valid and
practical framework for United Nations information activity, both in the
context of setting up broad information targets and policies and in terms
of establishing general guidelines for budgetary allocations. Within
this framework, however, there is need for strengthening and reinforcing
certain constituent elements of the over-all OPI organization and
operations to meet current needs. These needs have arisen not only
because the membership of the United Nations has more than doubled since
the Office of Public Information was first set up but also because the
United Nations system has greatly enlarged the area of its activities and
concern. both in the political and in the economic and social fields.

(ii) Hhile the essential role of the Office of Public Information can and
should continue to be that of providing basic services and support for
national information outlets, the Office of Public Information needs to
intensify its own supplementary information output, in all media. \fuile
national information outlets have both the responsibility and the
capacity to bear the primary responsibility for keeping peoples of the
world informed about United Nations aims and activities, experience over
the last twenty years has shown that they rely. in order to discharge
this responsibility, upon the Office of Public Information to supply not
only basic services but sustained stimulation.

(iii) The present output in the field of publications - weekly news summary,
UN Monthly Chronicle, Yearbook of the United Nations, leaflets,
pamphlets, booklets, etc. - can be maintained at their present level. An
additional annual allocation may be required to offset increased
operating costs and to permit an increased output of information during
the Disarmament and Development Decades.

(iv) The translation and printing, in 5,000 copies, of four issues of the
French edition of Objective: Justice would require additional funds.

(v) In addition to information material printed under recurring annual
allocations, greater use should be made of the Working Capital Fund to
finance, on a reimbursable basis, publications which have high sales
potential but are too expensive to be accomodated within the annual
budgetary allocation.
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(vi) In addition to OPI's own output, whether financed from the regular annual
allocations or from the Working Capital Fund, greater effort should be
made to encourage independent publishers in producing their own materlal
on subjects of United Nations interest and concern.

(vii) Press releases are an essential basic service, for correspondents as well
as for delegations ~ members of the Secretariat, information centres etc.
and therefore need to be maintained.

(viii) Until it becomes possible to meet the wor Ld-w'ide demand for United
Nations Television services on the basis of regular provisions, it is
intended to resort, in so far as possible, to seekin:,: payment from users,
always bearing in mind the special difficulties of the developing
countries? and to encourage co-production and cos t-eshar-i ng with
national television orsanizations.

(ix) In order to Cive television and radio stations in all parts of the world
equal access to actual United Nations proceedinu.;s 111iveil by means of
communication satellites, wh i.ch are nOH reaching effective global
operation, a three-year modernization plan is recommended for United
Nations television, radio and film equipment at Headquarters, at the
Geneva Office and at other offices. A regular programme of replacement
of existing outworn television, film and radio equipment is also
recommended.

(x) The increasing demand for United Nations photographs in colour requires
an improvement of the present colour photo processing equipment. The
preparation of selected photographic enlargements for small exhibits at
appropriate international exhibitions vrould require additional funds.
The visual aides, at present produced in black and white, would be
fluch more effective if produced in colour, for which additional funds
would be required.

(xi) In radio, maintenance of the present facilities and services is
recommended, including broadcast of meetings and provision of nevrs
summaries and programmes to radio stations undertaking to broadcast them.

(xii) To enable the Educational Liaison Section and the Non-Governmental
Organizations Section to carry out their responsibilities more
effectively, additional travel funds for seminars and conferences would
be required. Furthermore, an expansion of the current fellowship and
seminar programmes would require additional funds.

(xiii) To set up the proposed Regional Production Bureau in the field, four new
Professional posts would be required in addition to two locally
recruited information assistants and five secretary/clerical posts.

(xiv) It is proposed to resume, ben;inning vrith the year 1973, the former
practice of holdine periodic meetings of information centre directors
once every five years at Headquarters. A special provision of $70,000
would therefore need to be made for this purpose in the 1973 budget. In
between the five-yearly meetirgs at Headquarters, it is proposed that
regional meetin~s of centre directors should take place on a rotating
basis in Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin funerica. The average annual cost
of these re~ional meetings would be about $15,000, beginning in 1974.



(xv) The Centre for Economic and Social Information. set up in Septemoer 1968.
is presently partially financed from the resular oudget of the Office
of Public Information and to a larger extent by govern~ental voluntary
contributions. vmen the tasks performed by CESI can oe identified as
long-term, the Secretary-General would wish to have the views of MeIDoer
States on the desirability of transferring activities hitherto financed
by ext~aoudgetary funds to a more permanent place on the regular oudget,
in the light of circumstances then existin~.
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Annex I

FInMJCIAL HlPLIC!l.TIOnS

Should the General AssembIy adopt the proposals with respect to the
es t abLi ahmerrt of a re'~ional production bureau in Addis Ababa, and with respect to
the production of the French Language edition of the pub Li cat i on
pb,1ective: Justice, an additional appropriation of $147,000 would be required
for 1972, as f'ol.l ovs :

Section 3. Salaries and wages

Section 4. Common staff costs .
Section 5. 'I'r-aveL on official business.

Section 8. Permanent equipment. .
Section 9. Rental and maintenance of premises .
Section 10. General expenses . . . .

62,000

16,000

9,000

23,000

4,000

33,000
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Annex III

UNITED NATIONS TELEVISION AND RADIO SERVICES IN 1970

Countries and territories in which broadcasting organizations
and educational groups used United Nations services ~

; Accredited
TV/Film Services Radio ServicesI

Correspon-
dents using Obtained ITelecast Relayed UN Used

Country TV/Radio material UN TV films UN Film shortwave UN features
or I facilities for their

l
More Up to Library news Regular lY: ____

Territory Perm.: Temp. own pro- I than 10 used by Regu-' Perio- More WklY\At
!
I grammes 10 groups larly dical- than or least

!j
ly 1 bi- ,10 in

I wkly WklylyearI
I

,I,
IAbu Dhabi I' xI

Aden I
I

x
Afghanistan I x x x
Algeria I

I
x x x x

Angola x j

Antigua I x I
Argentina

I
I

X X X X X I
1

Australia x x x x x x x IAustria i

I
x

I
x x X I

Azores x
Bahamas I x

I
Barbados I

I

x x
Belgium x x x Ix
Bolivia I I x X x

IBotswana I ! x x
Brazil x x x x x x I
British

Honduras x x
British
Virgin Is. x

Brunei x
IBUlgaria x x
I

Burma x I
Burundi x x x x 1

I
Cambodia x x I

t

Cameroon
,

x x X
I 1
i , 1

*

*
*
*

*

*

* Denotes countries or territories where television organizations
subscribe to international television news agency services which regularly
distribute UN-TV coverage.

a/ The designations employed in this annex do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of the United Nations Secretariat concerning
the legal status of any country or territory or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers.
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I Country
I or
! Territory

TV/Film Services Radio Services

t
I*Canada
I
I Cape Verde

Iso
Central
African
Republic

Ceylon
: Chad
I*Chile
'*China

Colombia I
Cook I Slandsl
Costa Rica

*Cuba
FCyprus
I*Czecho-.

I
sLovaki a

Dahomey
I*Democratic
I Republic
I of the

I

Congo
*Denmark
Dominica
Dominican
Republic

*'Ecuador
El Salvador
Equatorial

Guinea
*Ethiopia
*Federal

Republic
of
Germany

*Finland
*France
French
Territory
of the
Afars and
the Issas

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
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x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x



x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

Radio Services

Relayed UN Used
shortwave ! UN features

~- ,
i n:.:.e.;:..w,-,-s L..Begularly , I

Rei!u~, .Per i o- "More ! Hkly At 'II ,:;.
ilarly Idical- than , or I least
I ly '1 VTkly l

l

bi- I 10 in;
wkly: yearl

I !
I

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x x

x

x

x

J{

x

x
x

x
x

x x

Country
or

Territory

French
Guiana

*Gabon
Gambi a

;~German

Democratic
Republic

*Ghana
Gibraltar

*Greece
Grenada

*Guatemala
Guinea
Guyana
Haiti
Holy See
Honduras
Hong Kong

*Hungary
Iceland

*India
Indonesia
~Iran

~~Irall

~~Ireland

,Israel
*Italy
*Ivory Coast
*Jamaica
*Japan
Jordan

*Kenya
*Kmorait
1aos

*1ebanon
Lesotho

*1ioeria
Libya
1orengo

Marques
*1uxembourg

'tACCredited i

l

TV/Film Services
Correspon-
dents using Obtained I Telecast 'UN F'l
ITV/Radio Ilmaterial IU,N TV films 1'b 1 ID
I f hei I' U t 1 raryfacili ties_~ or t e i r Illore p 0 used
Perm. Tem~. lown pro- than 10 b

i grammes 10 y
I i groups

1-------+---:

1

I
I
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x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
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x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
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x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x I x

x
x

x

x
x

Country
or

Territory

,

I Madagascar
i Malawi
!*Malaysia
I Haldives
i Mali
I*Malta
I Mauritania

Mauritius
*Mexico
Monaco

*Morocco
Nepal

*Netherlands
*Netherlands

Antilles
New

Caledonia
*New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger

*Nigeria
*Norway
Paldstan
Panama
Paraguay
People's
Republic
of the
Congo

*Peru
*Philippines
*Poland
*Portugal
*Puerto

Rico
Qatar
Republic
of Korea

Reunion
*Romania
Rwanda

I St. Kitts

Accredited i TV/Film Services I Radio Services
Correspon- 'I· I
dents using Obtained. Telecast IUN F'l ,Relayed UN Used
TV/Radio !material [UN TV filmsl . l m I shortwave I UN features
:facilities I f or t.heirrMore I Up toIL~=:~ry news I Regularly'
[Perm. Temp, lawn. pro- Ithan 10 IRegu- Perio- !More [Vlklyj At
I Igre.mmes 10 I by Ilarly dical-I'than I or I least
! . I ,I groups I ly 1 Wklyi bi- 10 in!

I L- I ,wkly year I:--+1,'---:---1-_-
1

-

1

, x x I I' I •. I

~ x Xx I i
i x x x I
I x I X i

x
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1

1Accredi ted i
Correspon- I

idents using!
'l'V/Radio
facilities
Perm. Temp.
I

I
I

Country
or

Territory

! St Pierre
I and

Miquelon
Sao Tome

*Saudi
Arabia

Senegal

I
Seychelles
Sierra

Leone
Singapore
Somalia
Southern

Yemen
*Spain
!*Sudan

~
" Surinam.

Swaziland
Sweden

*Switzerland
I'XSyria

Tahiti
*Thailand
Togo
Trinidad

and
'I'obago

Trust
Terri
tories:
New
Guinea
Pacific
Islands

*Tunisia

1

1 Turkey
*Uganda
*USSR

~
~united

Arab
Republic

United
Kingdom

I

x
x
x

x x
x x

x

x x

x x

• Radio ServicesTV/Film Services !
obtained I Telecast I Relayed UN j Used
material IUN TV films UN Film shor-tvave I UN features
for their;More I Up to Library news Regularly I

own pro- than 10 used Regu- Perio- [More I WklY) At I

grammes 10 by larly dical- it han ~ or I least
i groups ly 1 wklYi bi- 10 in
I i ' I ~ wklyl year
I---

i I i
I I I I
I I I

I I
I 1

I I
I

! x x

I x I

X X

X X X

X

X X X

X X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X X

X X X X

X

X

X X

X X X

X X X

X

X X X X

X X X

X X X X

I'

X x I
x x I
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Radio Services
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Accredited TV/Filrr~ Services
I

: Corr e spon- r: . ---__-l- _

Id t . ,Obtalned Telecast •UN FtiL ! Relayed UN I Useden s us i ngI' • [' J. III I I I
',TV/Radio \materlal ,UN TV fllms Library! shortwave. UN features. I

ifacilities f or their!Morei Up to! used: n~ws. i Regul~rlY I At 'I

i Perm. Temp. .own pro- I tban I' 10 ! by !Rec-;u-! Per i o- 1110re I Wkly, least
I ! grammes I 10 I roups ;larly •di cal- Ithan I or: 10 . ,

! . I I s ! i ly 11 wkly bi-: lnl
I !: I I, wwkkllYi year I

~.__,L-_ ,r----:---I
: :! I 1i : I I 1

I
I

r
Country

or
Territory

i United
I Republic
1 of
i Tanzania
,*United

States of
America

Upper
Volta

Uruguay
I*Venezuela
I Western

~
Samoa

Yemen
Yugoslavia

~Zambia
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